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Vice-Chancellor’s Message 

The Distance Learning Centre is building on a solid tradition of over two decades of 

service in the provision of External Studies Programme and now Distance Learning 

Education in Nigeria and beyond. The Distance Learning mode to which we are 

committed is providing access to many deserving Nigerians in having access to higher 

education especially those who by the nature of their engagement do not have the 

luxury of full time education. Recently, it is contributing in no small measure to 

providing places for teeming Nigerian youths who for one reason or the other could 

not get admission into the conventional universities. 

These course materials have been written by writers specially trained in ODL course 

delivery. The writers have made great efforts to provide up to date information, 

knowledge and skills in the different disciplines and ensure that the materials are user-

friendly.  

In addition to provision of course materials in print and e-format, a lot of Information 

Technology input has also gone into the deployment of course materials. Most of them 

can be downloaded from the DLC website and are available in audio format which you 

can also download into your mobile phones, IPod, MP3 among other devices to allow 

you listen to the audio study sessions. Some of the study session materials have been 

scripted and are being broadcast on the university’s Diamond Radio FM 101.1, while 

others have been delivered and captured in audio-visual format in a classroom 

environment for use by our students. Detailed information on availability and access is 

available on the website. We will continue in our efforts to provide and review course 

materials for our courses. 

However, for you to take advantage of these formats, you will need to improve on 

your I.T. skills and develop requisite distance learning Culture. It is well known that, 

for efficient and effective provision of Distance learning education, availability of 

appropriate and relevant course materials is a sine qua non. So also, is the availability 

of multiple plat form for the convenience of our students. It is in fulfilment of this, that 

series of course materials are being written to enable our students study at their own 

pace and convenience. 

It is our hope that you will put these course materials to the best use. 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Abel Idowu Olayinka 

Vice-Chancellor 

 



 

 

Foreword 

As part of its vision of providing   education for “Liberty and Development” for 

Nigerians and the International Community, the University of Ibadan, Distance 

Learning Centre has recently embarked on a vigorous repositioning agenda which 

aimed at embracing a holistic and all encompassing approach to the  delivery of its 

Open Distance Learning (ODL) programmes. Thus we are committed to global best 

practices in distance learning provision. Apart from providing an efficient 

administrative and academic support for our students, we are committed to providing 

educational resource materials for the use of our students. We are convinced that, 

without an up-to-date, learner-friendly and distance learning compliant course 

materials, there cannot be any basis to lay claim to being a provider of distance 

learning education. Indeed, availability of appropriate course materials in multiple 

formats is the hub of any distance learning provision worldwide.  

 

In view of the above, we are vigorously pursuing as a matter of priority, the provision 

of credible, learner-friendly and interactive course materials for all our courses. We 

commissioned the authoring of, and review of course materials to teams of experts and 

their outputs were subjected to rigorous peer review to ensure standard. The approach 

not only emphasizes cognitive knowledge, but also skills and humane values which are 

at the core of education, even in an ICT age. 

 

The development of the materials which is on-going also had input from experienced 

editors and illustrators who have ensured that they are accurate, current and learner-

friendly. They are specially written with distance learners in mind. This is very 

important because, distance learning involves non-residential students who can often 

feel isolated from the community of learners.  

 

It is important to note that, for a distance learner to excel there is the need to source 

and read relevant materials apart from this course material. Therefore, adequate 

supplementary reading materials as well as other information sources are suggested in 

the course materials.  

 

Apart from the responsibility for you to read this course material with others, you are 

also advised to seek assistance from your course facilitators especially academic 

advisors during your study even before the interactive session which is by design for 

revision. Your academic advisors will assist you using convenient technology 

including Google Hang Out, You Tube, Talk Fusion, etc. but you have to take 

advantage of these. It is also going to be of immense advantage if you complete 

assignments as at when due so as to have necessary feedbacks as a guide. 
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The implication of the above is that, a distance learner has a responsibility to develop 

requisite distance learning culture which includes diligent and disciplined self-study, 

seeking available administrative and academic support and acquisition of basic 

information technology skills. This is why you are encouraged to develop your 

computer skills by availing yourself the opportunity of training that the Centre’s 

provide and put these into use.  

 

In conclusion, it is envisaged that the course materials would also be useful for the 

regular students of tertiary institutions in Nigeria who are faced with a dearth of high 

quality textbooks. We are therefore, delighted to present these titles to both our 

distance learning students and the university’s regular students.  We are confident that 

the materials will be an invaluable resource to all. 

We would like to thank all our authors, reviewers and production staff for the high 

quality of work. 

 

Best wishes. 

 

 

Professor Bayo Okunade 

Director 
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About this course manual 

Listening Comprehension SkillsCLA 204 has been produced by 

University of Ibadan Distance Learning Centre. All course manuals 

produced by University of Ibadan Distance Learning Centreare structured 

in the same way, as outlined below. 

 

How this course manual is 

structured 
The course overview 
The course overview gives you a general introduction to the course. 

Information contained in the course overview will help you determine: 

 If the course is suitable for you. 

 What you will already need to know. 

 What you can expect from the course. 

 How much time you will need to invest to complete the course. 

The overview also provides guidance on: 

 Study skills. 

 Where to get help. 

 Course assignments and assessments. 

 Margin icons. 

We strongly recommend that you read the overview carefully before 

starting your study. 

The course content 
The course is broken down into Study Sessions. Each Study Session 

comprises: 

 An introduction to the Study Session content. 

 Study Session outcomes. 

 Core content of the Study Session with a variety of learning activities. 

 A Study Session summary. 

 Assignments and/or assessments, as applicable. 

 Bibliography 
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Your comments 
After completing Listening Comprehension Skills we would appreciate it 

if you would take a few moments to give us your feedback on any aspect 

of this course. Your feedback might include comments on: 

 Course content and structure. 

 Course reading materials and resources. 

 Course assignments. 

 Course assessments. 

 Course duration. 

 Course support (assigned tutors, technical help, etc.) 

Your constructive feedback will help us to improve and enhance this 

course. 
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Getting around this course manual 

Margin icons 

While working through this course manual you will notice the frequent 

use of margin icons. These icons serve to “signpost” a particular piece of 

text, a new task or change in activity; they have been included to help you 

to find your way around this course manual. 

A complete icon set is shown below. We suggest that you familiarize 

yourself with the icons and their meaning before starting your study. 

 

 

 

  

Activity Assessment Assignment Case study 

    

Discussion Group Activity Help Outcomes 

 

 

 
 

Note Reflection Reading Study skills 

  
 

 

Summary Terminology Time Tip 
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Study Session 1 

Listening: Definition, Purpose and Values 

Introduction 
Listening is the neglected communication skill. While all of us have had 

instruction in reading, writing, and speaking, few have had any formal 

instruction in listening. In this session, you will be examining the concept 

and process of listening. You will also be exploring the differences 

between hearing and listening.  

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

1.1 define listening and hearing 

1.2 identify purposes for listening 

1.3 outline the values of listening efficiency  

Terminology 

Hearing the act of taking in sound through the ear 

Listening the act of mindfully hearing and attempting to 
comprehend the meaning of words spoken by another in a 
conversation or speech. 

1.1Communication and Listening Comprehension 
Research shows that 45% of our time is spent on listening. We listen 

more than speak. If this listening skill is used in a proper way we can 

master the tools of communicative skills. Listening is difficult, as human 

mind tends to distract easily. A person who controls his mind and listens 

attentively acquires various other skills and is benefited. Have you ever 

given a thought to the complexity of listening in your life?  

 

 

Figure 1.1 Listening | You Give attention when Listening 
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Imagine yourself in one of the consulting rooms of a teaching hospital 

say the University College Hospital (UCH) Ibadan, Oyo State or Lagos 

State University Teaching Hospital (LUTH), Lagos for a yet-to-be-

identified disease. As you are being examined and interviewed, some soft 

music, from your favourite artist is coming from a small transistor radio 

in the physician's room. You cannot resist the music and you at the same 

time are responding well to the consultant's questions. Then the telephone 

rings. The doctor’s attendant picks the receiver and enters into a 

conversation with the caller who is enquiring about your whereabouts. 

You hear your name being repeated and you unconsciously cut in and 

plead with the attendant to ask the caller to wait for you somewhere 

outside the doctor's room. In spite of your anxiety over your state of 

health, you are still able to participate actively as a listener in a series of 

communicative activities. You must have listened to the physician, the 

music, the telephone conversation and probably other forms of 

meaningful and meaningless noises in and around the room in which you 

are. You accomplish this entire task at the same time with little or no 

difficulty. You have, no doubt, performed remarkable feats of listening. 

What then, is this listening? 

1.1.1 Definition 

1. Listening is a communicative activity in which a person pays 

attention, receives oral stimuli, understands and interprets the 

message and then responds to the message. In other words, 

listening involves 'attention, hearing, comprehension and 

remembering. 

2. Listening’ is hearing the sounds and attaching meaning to it with 

deliberate intention, listening is a skill that improves through 

conscious effort and practice 

3. Listening comprehension encompasses the multiple processes 

involved in understanding and making sense of spoken language. 

These include recognizing speech sounds, understanding the 
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meaning of individual words, and/or understanding the syntax of 

sentences in which they are presented. 

These are definitions from earlier scholars: 

1. Barker (1971) defines listening as the selective process of 

attending to" hearing, understanding and remembering aural 

symbols.  

2. Jones (1956) define listening as a selective process by which 

sounds communicate by some source are received, critically 

interpreted, and acted upon by a purposeful listener. 

3. Hampleman (1958) define listening as the act of giving attention 

to the spoke word, not only in hearing symbols, but in' the 

reacting with understanding. 

A thorough examination of all the definitions above and even many 

others reveals that listening is a very active activity whereby a listener 

must attend to; hear understand and remember, No effective 

communication can take place on the listener's part without developing 

effective listening skills in these areas. Hence, Effective listening skills 

are the ability to actively understand information provided by the speaker, 

and display interest in the topic discussed. It can also include providing 

the speaker with feedback, such as the asking of pertinent questions; so 

the speaker knows the message is being understood. 

 ITQ 

Question 

Listening comprehension encompasses the following processes except 

…. 

A. recognizing speech sounds 

B. understanding the meaning of printed  words  

C. understanding the meaning of individual words  

D. understanding the syntax of sentences in which they are 

presented. 

Feedback 

The correct answer is B.  

Listening comprehension encompasses the multiple processes involved 

in understanding and making sense of spoken language. These include 

recognizing speech sounds, understanding the meaning of individual 

words, and/or understanding the syntax of sentences in which they are 

presented.  

Listening comprehension does not involve understanding the meaning of 

printed  words 
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1.1.2 Listening and Hearing 

Hearing’ is a physical yet passive act involving the process and function 

of perceiving sound. Hearing is the reception of sound; listening is the 

attachment of meaning. Hearing is, however, a necessary prerequisite for 

listening and an important component of the listening process. Hearing is 

the physiological aspect of listening. It is the nonselective process of 

sound waves impinging on the ear. Hearing is the most fundamental part 

of listening. It can be diminished by physiological disorders, background 

noise, and auditory fatigue, a temporary loss of hearing caused by 

continuous exposure to the same tone or loudness. Listening combines 

the cognitive and the affective processes and that is why one can be 

hearing but may not listen. 

1.2Purpose and Listening 
Listening cannot be a worthwhile exercise except it is backed by a 

purpose. Communicators listen for many purposes. These are a few of 

them. We may listen to be informed or we may listen to follow directions. 

Also, some people listen to evaluate while others may listen to spot an 

error or to note a viewpoint. Yet, others listen to make a decision or to 

predict outcome of events. Moreover, one may listen for pleasure or 

entertainment or we may listen to gain ideas. In short, our listening may 

be for "interactional" (Social purposes) or "transactional" 

(Communication meant for exchange of information). 

1.3Values of Listening Efficiency 
As you must have observed, we use listening more frequently than any 

other form of verbal communication. Listening therefore is an aspect of 

communication that is very vital to our existence and survival. From our 

youth to old age, we spend most of our time on listening. We listen to 

stories (real and imagined) new items, chitchats. music, lectures, radio 

and television advertisements, weather forecasts, business news, reports, 

events in the family circles, commercial transactions etc. In short, we 

listen to what to listen to and everyone of us has his own listening 

behaviour which differs from one person to another. 

Through listening, we acquire knowledge, for listening is a language 

learning activity. Through listening, we use the knowledge already 

acquired to develop ourselves. Through listening, we can build our own 

vocabulary for many of our speaking and writing vocabulary items are 

derived from words we gained while listening to others. Above all, we 

use listening as a study method and from it carry out assignments and 

pass our examinations. As a student, teacher, housewife, traveller, 

businessman and professional - we all listen to keep the world moving. 

It is necessary to study listening because it is important to our everyday 

life. We listen in all our educational institutions high or low and outside 

them, for facts and details, process them, note them, store them, recall 

them and use them later. More importantly, we study listening for it 

enables us to perfect our stills in learning generally. 
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Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

Listening is a complex process of receiving communication, attending to 

it, comprehending it and responding to it appropriately. It ensures the 

success of a face-to-face communication for without it oral 

communication cannot take place. In this Study Session,you have learnt 

about listening, hearing, the purpose of listening and the values of 

listening efficiently.  

 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 1.1 (tests Learning Outcome 1.1) 

What is listening?  

Distinguish between listening from hearing. 

SAQ 1.2 (tests Learning Outcome 1.2) 

Broadly classify the purpose for listening. 

SAQ 1.3 (tests Learning Outcome 1.3) 

Listthree values of effective listening. 

Bibliography 

Reading 

Brown, S. (2006). Teaching Listening. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press. 

Hamouda, A. (2013). An Investigation of Listening Comprehension 

Problems Encountered by Saudi Students in the EL Listening 

Classroom. International Journal of Academic Research in Progressive 

Education and Development.2 (2), 113 -155 

Hamada, Y.O (2017) Teaching EFL Learners Shadowing for Listening: 

Developing Learners' Bottom up skills, Routledge, New York 

Pourhosein Gilakjani, A., & Sabouri, N. B. (2016). Learners’ Listening 

Comprehension Difficulties in English Language Learning: A Literature 

Review. English Language Teaching, 9(6), 123-133. 
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Study Session 2 

Relationship between Listening and Other 

Language Skills 

Introduction 
During the last session, we examined listening as an art and appreciated 

its importance and values. In this session, you will be discussing the other 

language skills that enhance learning. You will be exploring how these 

skills work hand in hand with listening. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to:  

2.1 outline the language skills 

2.2 analyze the relationship between the speaking skill and the listening 

skill 

2.3 explain the relationship between the reading skill and the listening 

skill 

2.4 discuss the relationship between the writing skill and the listening 

skill 

2.5 analyze the interrelationship between the five language skills 

Terminology 

Listening skill the ability to pay attention to and effectively interpret 
what other people are saying. 

Speaking a process of vocalising meaningful sounds. 

Reading a cognitive process of decoding symbols in order to 
construct or derive meaning. 

Writing representation of language and emotion with signs and 
symbols. 
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2.1 Language/Communication Skills and Learning 

Process 
There are five language skills in the learning process. These are: 

 Thinking and Speaking 

 Thinking and Reading 

 Thinking and Writing 

 Thinking and Listening 

No successful learning can take place if someone has no reasoning 

faculty. We often employ substantial amount of thinking when we listen 

to our teachers. Even modem day computers are now regarded as 

thinking machines! Comprehension which is basic to listening or reading 

or speaking or writing is a product of cognitive and affective process 

which has their root in thinking. We have written so much on thinking 

because you may be surprised seeing it listed as a language skill. You 

will read more on the subject as we proceed in our discussion. 

Fig. I: The Language Arts in Constant Interaction 

 

  

The diagram above illustrates vividly how thinking is a language skill and 

related' to other language skills. Meanwhile let us briefly define- these 

other skills even though you must have had faint ideas of what they stand 

for. 

2.2 The Speaking Skill and Its Relationship with the 

Listening Skill 
Speaking is the act of initiating the interpersonal communication process. 

By this, we mean the process whereby, person thinks of some ideas 

encodes the message, puts it across to the listener using agreed symbols. 

You can now see that what one transmits or passes across as a speaker, 

using either words and/or gestures, and/or facial expressions, means little 

or nothing until it is received and responded to by the listener. In other 

words; the listener holds the "key" to the speaker's success. 
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Secondly, the speaking skills of good voice quality, distinct 

pronunciation, appropriate stress and intonation, clear thought process, 

choice of vocabulary and logical arrangement of ideas' are learnt and can 

be developed and improved upon through listening. In effect, effective 

speaking depends on successful listening. 

Thirdly, in a classroom situation, a teacher is both speaker and listener. 

The same applies to the student or pupil. In fact, for any second language 

learner of English to be a proficient partner in any, conversation, he or 

she needs to be skilled as both speaker and listener. For example, one is 

able to describe an object, an event, or a task well if and when one has 

listened to others describe it to one. 

Fourthly, a speaker who does not appreciate his listener's view points or 

problems will end up an ineffective speaker. For instance, if you listen to 

complaints or constructive criticisms your listener levies against you as a 

teacher/speaker, you will not only correct yourself but also adjust your 

style or delivery and will be better understood. 

Finally, language experts have proved through researches that a person 

who performs well as an instructor is very' likely to do well as a listener. 

2.3 Reading Skill is Related to Listening Skill 
If reading is the act of perceiving the printed verbal symbols and that of 

reacting and responding to the thoughts expressed by the writer, it then 

means reading is much related to listening in several ways. 

First, and most important, listening and reading are often grouped 

together as the receptive language arts. The listener and the reader are 

extracting information. 

Second, when you are listening and reading, you are involved in getting 

meaning from language units. In both, the unit 'of comprehension is the 

phrase or sentences. In both, there are natural breaks in the flow of words. 

Breaks indicated by punctuation marks in written communication and by 

pauses and international changes in Oral discourse. Also in both, words 

are important entitles and that their meaning or meanings are crucial to 

what one reads or listen to. 

Third, comprehension is basic to reading and listening. According to 

Thornite (1917), reading is thinking. Moreover, the act of comprehending 

what one reads or listens to includes correct interpretation and critical 

analysis of points raised by the writer or speaker. In both too, there are 

active responses. 

Fourth, listening activities often come before reading. One helps the other 

in that a story read makes more sense and meaning when it had earlier 

been listened to. 

Fifth, both listening and reading need linguistic and non-linguistic cues 

and skills for effectiveness. For example, the inclusion of graphic aids in 

form of tables, graphs, charts, maps etc assists comprehension of the 

printed material you read. Similarly, gestures, facial expression, body 
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movements and other paralinguistic cues enhance comprehension of oral 

communication. 

 ITQ 

Question 

One of the following is regarded as a receptive language art. 

A. Speaking 

B. Thinking 

C. Writing  

D. Listening  

Feedback 

The correct answer is D. 

Reading and Listening are both regarded as the receptive language arts 

as the listener and the reader are both trying to extract information.  

2.4 Writing Skill is Related to Listening Skill 
Writing is a language activity. It is the act of expressing one's thoughts on 

paper. Curiously enough, the ideas and the thoughts we usually express 

when we write often grow out of our listening encounters. The 

experiences we gain from listening more often than not provide the 

vocabulary we use in our writing. Besides, the very art of writing and its 

mechanics are a product or outcome of our effective listening. 

For example, we may be able to spell more correctly, punctuate more 

accurately; plan and organise our thoughts and information more 

logically as a result of our sensitivity in certain listening situation.  

2.5The Interdependence of Language Arts 
We shall now examine the fundamental relationships that exist among the 

five areas of language functioning. 

Study the diagram at the beginning of this session again. You will notice 

that communication is in the middle and is surrounded by the language 

skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. A close study of the 

diagram reveals that communication is a continuum, a process. It does not 

start somewhere and ends somewhere. The arrows show this by pointing 

both ways. In addition, each of the language skills is connected by 

arrows, thus forming a circle. 

Notice also how thinking co-occurs with listening, speaking, reading and 

writing. This simply means that each of those activities is propelled and 

sustained by thinking. In other words, listening involves as much thinking 

as speaking or writing or reading does. Therefore, we do a lot of thinking 

whether we are expressing ideas (speaking and writing) or receiving ideas 

(listening and reading).  
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2.5.1 Language Arts and the Learning Process 

There are many important lessons to be learnt from the interdependence 

and interrelationships of language arts. The first lesson is that the positive 

correlation among thinking, speaking, listening, reading and writing has 

helped learning immensely. For instance, the series of Oral language 

activities at the primary, secondary and tertiary levels pave the way for 

future expressive activities. The speaking and listening which are done in 

the classroom while teaching and, learning the subjects on the curriculum 

provide - basis for the successful carrying out of reading and writing 

assignment later 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have been taught how the five language skills 

of thinking, listening, speaking, reading and writing are interrelated and 

are important to the learning process.  

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 2.1 (tests Learning Outcome 2.1) 

Listthe five language skills. 

SAQ 2.2 (tests Learning Outcome 2.2) 

Explain the statement: “the listener holds the "key" to the speaker's 

success” 

SAQ 2.3 (tests Learning Outcome 2.3) 

Outline the similarities between reading and listening as language arts. 

SAQ 2.4 (tests Learning Outcome 2.4) 

How does listening influence our writing? 
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Study Session 3 

Types of Listening 

Introduction 
Different situations require different types of listening. We may listen to 

obtain information, improve a relationship, gain appreciation for 

something, make discriminations, or engage in a critical evaluation. 

While certain skills are basic and necessary for all types of listening 

(receiving, attending, and understanding), each type requires some special 

skills. In this session, you will be discussing the different types of 

listening. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

3.1 outline the types of listening and their crucial variables 

3.2 identify the other broad types of listening  

3.1 Types of Listening 

3.1.1 Informative Listening 

Informative listening is the name we give to the situation where the 

listener’s primary concern is to understand the message. Listeners are 

successful so far as the meaning they assign to messages is as close as 

possible to that which the sender intended. Informative listening, or 

listening to understand, is found in all areas of our lives. Much of our 

learning comes from informative listening. For example, we listen to 

lectures or instructions from teachers—and what we learn depends on 

how well we listen. In the workplace, we listen to understand new 

practices or procedures—and how well we perform depends on how well 

we listen. We listen to instructions, briefings, reports, and speeches; if we 

listen poorly, we aren’t equipped with the information we need. There are 

three key variables related to informative listening. Knowing these 

variables can help you begin to improve your informative listening skills; 

that is, you will become increasingly successful in understanding what 

the speaker means. 

1. Vocabulary 

The precise relationship between vocabulary and listening has 

never been determined, but it is clear that increasing your 
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vocabulary will increase your potential for better understanding 

and it’s never too late to improve your vocabulary. Having a 

genuine interest in words and language, making a conscious 

effort to learn new words, breaking down unfamiliar words into 

their component parts—all these things will help you improve 

your vocabulary. 

2. Concentration  

Concentration is difficult. You can remember times when another 

person was not concentrating on what you were saying—and you 

probably can remember times when you were not concentrating 

on something that someone was saying to you. Concentration 

requires discipline, motivation, and acceptance of responsibility. 

3. Memory  

Memory is an especially crucial variable to informative listening; 

you cannot process information without bringing memory into 

play. More specifically, memory helps your informative listening 

in three ways: 

a. It allows you to recall experiences and information 

necessary to function in the world around you. In other 

words, without memory you would have no knowledge 

bank. 

b. It establishes expectations concerning what you will 

encounter. You would be unable to drive in heavy traffic, 

react to new situations, or make common decisions in life 

without memory of your past experiences. 

c. It allows you to understand what others say. Without 

simple memory of the meaning of words, you could not 

communicate with anyone else. Without memory of 

concepts and ideas, you could not understand the 

meaning of messages. 

 

 ITQ 

Question 

The following are crucial to informative listening except …. 

A. Vocabulary 

B. Lack of discipline 

C. Memory 

D. Concentration  

Feedback 

The correct answer is B. 

Option A, C and D are all essentials variables for informative listening. 

3.1.2 Relationship Listening 

The purpose of relationship listening is either to help an individual or to 

improve the relationship between people. Therapeutic listening is a 

special type of relationship listening. Therapeutic listening brings to mind 

situations where counselors, medical personnel, or other professionals 
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allow a troubled person to talk through a problem but it can also be used 

when you listen to friends or acquaintances and allow them to “get things 

off their chests.” Although relationship listening requires you to listen for 

information, the emphasis is on understanding the other person. Three 

behaviors are key to effective relationship listening: attending, 

supporting, and empathizing. 

1. Attending. 

Much has been said about the importance of “paying attention,” 

or “attending” behavior. In relationship listening, attending 

behaviors indicate that the listener is focusing on the speaker. 

Nonverbal cues are crucial in relationship listening; that is, your 

nonverbal behavior indicates that you are attending to the 

speaker— or that you aren’t! Eye contact is one of the most 

important attending behaviors. Head nods, smiles, frowns, 

vocalized cues such as “uh huh,” “I see,” or “yes”—are positive 

attending behaviors. A pleasant tone of voice, gentle touching, 

and concern for the other person’s comfort are other attending 

behaviors. 

2. Supporting  

Many responses have a negative or non supportive effect; for 

example, interrupting the speaker, changing the subject, turning 

the conversation toward yourself, and demonstrating a lack of 

concern for the other person. Giving advice, attempting to 

manipulate the conversation, or indicating that you consider 

yourself superior are other behaviors that will have an adverse 

effect on the relationship. 

Three characteristics describe supportive listeners: (1) 

discretion—being careful about what they say and do; (2) 

belief—expressing confidence in the ability of the other person; 

and (3) patience—being willing to give others the time they need 

to express themselves adequately. 

3. Empathizing 

What is empathy? It is not sympathy, which is a feeling for or 

about another. Nor is it apathy, which is a lack of feeling. 

Empathy is feeling and thinking with another person. The caring, 

empathic listener is able to go into the world of another—to see 

as the other sees, hear as the other hears, and feel as the other 

feels. Empathic behavior can be learned. First, you must learn as 

much as you can about the other person. Second, you must accept 

the other person—even if you can’t accept some aspects of that 

person’s behavior. Third, you must have the desire to be an 

empathic listener. And you must remember that empathy is 

crucial to effective relationship listening. 
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ITQ 

Question 

The following are crucial to relationship listening except …. 

A. Vocabulary 

B. Empathizing 

C. Attending 

D. Supporting 

Feedback 

The correct answer is A. 

Option B, C and D are all essentials variables for relationship listening. 

3.1.3 Appreciative Listening 

Appreciative listening includes listening to music for enjoyment, to 

speakers because you like their style, to your choices in theater, 

television, radio, or film. It is the response of the listener, not the source 

of the message that defines appreciative listening. That which provides 

appreciative listening for one person may provide something else for 

another. For example, hard rock music is not a source of appreciative 

listening for me. I would rather listen to gospel, country, jazz, or the 

“golden oldies.” The quality of appreciative listening depends in large 

part on three factors: presentation, perception, and previous experience. 

1. Presentation 

Presentation encompasses many factors: the medium, the setting, 

the style and personality of the presenter, to name just a few. 

Sometimes it is our perception of the presentation, rather than the 

actual presentation, that most influences our listening pleasure or 

displeasure. Perception is an important factor in appreciative 

listening. 

2. Perception 

Expectations play a large role in perception. Perceptions—and 

the expectations that drive them—have their basis in attitudes. 

Our attitudes determine how we react to, and interact with, the 

world around us. Perceptions influence all areas of our lives. 

Certainly, they are crucial determinants as to whether or not we 

enjoy or appreciate the things we listen to. Obviously, 

perceptions also determine what we listen to in the first place. As 

we said earlier, listening is selective. 

3. Previous experience  

The discussion of perception makes it clear that previous 

experience influences whether we enjoy listening to something. 

In some cases, we enjoy listening to things because we are 

experts in the area. Sometimes, however, expertise or previous 

experience prevents us from enjoying a presentation because we 

are too sensitive to imperfections. Previous experience plays a 

large role in appreciative listening. Many people enjoy the 

sounds of large-city traffic. Perhaps their growing up in a large 

city was a happy experience for them. The blare of horns 
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honking, the sound of roaring engines accelerating, even the 

shrill shriek of sirens piercing the air—all these things may 

remind them of pleasant times in their lives. They appreciate 

hearing these sounds. 

3.1.4 Critical Listening 

The ability to listen critically is essential in a democracy. On the job, in 

the community, at service clubs, in places of worship, in the family—

there is practically no place you can go where critical listening is 

unimportant. Politicians, the media, salesmen, advocates of policies and 

procedures, and our own financial, emotional, intellectual, physical, and 

spiritual needs require us to place a premium on critical listening and the 

thinking that accompanies it. 

The subject of critical listening deserves much more attention than we 

can afford it here. But there are three things to keep in mind. These three 

things were outlined by Aristotle, the classical Greek rhetorician, more 

than 2,000 years ago in his treatise, The Rhetoric.* They are as follows: 

ethos, or speaker credibility; logos, or logical arguments; and pathos, or 

psychological appeals. 

1. Ethos  

Credibility of the speaker is important. The two critical factors of 

speaker credibility are expertness and trustworthiness. A speaker 

may be expert or competent and still not be trustworthy. When 

listening to a message that requires a critical judgment or 

response, ask yourself, “Is the speaker a credible source, one who 

is both an expert on the subject and one who can be trusted to be 

honest, unbiased, straightforward?” Remember that a person may 

have personality or charisma but these do not take the place of 

credibility. A person may even be highly competent and an 

expert in one area and simply not be informed in another. 

Effective critical listening requires careful judgment about the 

expertness and trustworthiness of the speaker. In fact, ethos or 

speaker credibility may be the most important single factor in 

critical listening and thinking. However, ethos without logos is 

not enough. 

2. Logos 

Even speakers with high ethos often make errors in logic, not by 

intention, but by accident, carelessness, inattention to detail, or 

lack of analysis. Critical listeners have a right to expect well 

supported arguments from speakers, arguments that contain both 

true propositions and valid inferences or conclusions. When 

evaluating arguments, listeners should ask several questions 

about the proposition or statements made: 

a. Are the statements true? 

b. Are the data the best that can be obtained? 

c. Are the sources of the data known to the listeners? In 

other words do listeners know where the information 

came from? 

d. Is the data accurately portrayed? 

e. Is the data representative? That is, would all the data, or 

at least a preponderance of it show the same thing? 
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3. Pathos  

The psychological or emotional element of communication is 

often misunderstood and misused. Simply said, speakers often 

use psychological appeals to gain an emotional response from 

listeners. Effective critical listeners carefully determine the focus 

of the speaker’s message. Speakers may appeal to any one or 

several needs, desires, or values that are important to us 

including: adventure, thrift, curiosity, fear, creativity, 

companionship, guilt, independence, loyalty, power, pride, 

sympathy, altruism. There are many others, of course; the list is a 

long one. There are several questions critical listeners should ask 

themselves when assessing the pathos element: 

a. Is the speaker attempting to manipulate rather than 

persuade me? 

b. What is the speaker’s intent? 

c. Is the speaker combining logos with pathos? 

d. Am I responding merely to the pathos? 

e. Next week or next year will I be satisfied with the 

decision I am making today? 

3.1.5 Discriminative Listening 

The final type of listening is discriminative listening. It may be the most 

important type, for it is basic to the other four. By being sensitive to 

changes in the speaker’s rate, volume, force, pitch, and emphasis, the 

informative listener can detect even nuances of difference in meaning. By 

sensing the impact of certain responses, such as “uh huh,” or “I see,” 

relationship listening can be strengthened. Detection of differences 

between sounds made by certain instruments in the orchestra, or parts 

sung by the a cappella vocal group, enhances appreciative listening. 

Finally, sensitivity to pauses, and other vocal and nonverbal cues, allows 

critical listeners to more accurately judge not only the speaker’s message, 

but his intentions as well. Although discriminative listening cuts across 

the other four types of listening, there are three things to consider about 

this type of listening. 

1. Hearing ability 

 Obviously, people who lack the ability to hear well will have 

greater difficulty in discriminating among sounds. Often this 

problem is more acute for some frequencies, or pitches, than 

others. For example, a person may be less able to discriminate 

when the sound is coming from a bass voice than from a higher 

pitched one. 

2. Awareness of sound structure  

Native speakers become quite proficient at recognizing vowel 

and consonant sounds that do or do not appear at the beginning, 

middle, or end of words. For example, a listener might hear “this 

sandal” when what the speaker said was “this handle”; but since 

English words do not begin with “sb,” one would not mistake 

“this bean” for “this sbean.” Attention to the sound structure of 

the language will lead to more proficient discriminatory listening. 

A person who pays attention to sound structure would recognize 

that a rapidly spoken “Idrankitfirst” could mean either “I drank it 
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first” or “I’d rank it first.” Recognition of the two meanings 

would cause the listener to seek clarification.* 

3. Integration of nonverbal cues  

The previous chapter pointed out how action, non action, and 

vocal factors were important in understanding messages. 

Nowhere is attention to these factors more important than in 

effective discriminative listening. Words don’t always 

communicate true feelings. The way they are said, or the way the 

speaker acts, may be the key to understanding the true or 

intended meaning. 

3.2Other Types of Listening 

3.2.1 Passive Listening 

Passive listening is a listening behaviour in which there is little or no self-

perception or personal involvement on the part of the listener. It is a type 

of listening in which many people engage simply because they happen to 

be present when someone else is talking. For example, an apprentice 

technician who joins the audience in a lecture theatre to listen to an 

inaugural lecture will listen passively. He can hardly identify 

meaningfully the spoken signals not to talk of correctly interpreting the 

professor's utterances. The apprentice/technician listener is just hearing 

sounds; he is not minimally concerned. To him, the discussion going on 

is merely a composition of sporadic sounds put down together by the 

speaker. This is the type of listening few absent-minded students practice 

at lectures, 'discussion groups and departmental seminars. Passive 

listening is, negative listening. Its only usefulness is when a student, 

engaged in serious private student, has to contend with music playing 

.nearby. While he concentrates on his reading or writing, he should listen 

passively to the music he has no control over its stoppage. Passive 

listening is synonymous with “switching off”. 

 ITQ 

Question 

……… listening is also known as switching off. 

A. Active listening 

B. Serious listening 

C. Passive listening 

D. Courteous listening  

Feedback 

The correct answer is C. 

Passive listening is also known as switching off. 

3.2.2 Active Listening 

When one is engaged in active listening behavior, the person is listening 

with a purpose. In other words, all the senses of the listener, as well as his 

attitudes, thinking, feeling and intuition are all geared towards purposeful 
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participation in the speech act. All successful communicators require 

active listening. Therefore, active listening is central to our discussion in 

this course in that we employ it to comprehend and extract information; 

evaluate facts and opinions enjoy plays and music. 

Active listening can be further subdivided into the following types: 

i. Serious (critical and discriminative), 

ii. Social (appreciative, conversational, courteous, love and respect) 

Serious Listening 

This is a form of active, purposeful listening. Anyone engaged in it 

listens with rapt attention. A specific purpose is attached to it: By its very 

nature, it requires a lot of concentration and attention. Because of its 

selective nature, it demands mental process of deciding what to listen to 

and what not to listen to. Serious listening, as a concentrative listening 

calls fur total participation of the listener. He must be involved in the 

whole message, trying to comprehend all its main points, and the 

essential supporting details. Serious or centerline listening can be critical 

or discriminative. 

Social Listening 

You do not need to engage in serious listening at all times because 

communica¬tion is not always of formal type. There are as many 

informal unstructured communication situations as are or¬ganised, 

formal, structured ones. Social listening is employed in dialogues, chit-

chats conversations, friendly arguments, gossips, and other idle light 

dis¬cussions. The listening behaviours commonly associated with social 

listening are appreciative, conversational, courteous and 

affectionate/respectful. 

Conversational Listening Behaviour 

This is the type of listening that involves interchange of roles. It is a 

listening behaviour that does not assign rapidly a role to the speaker or to 

the listener. It occurs mostly in friendly conversation. One peculiar thing 

about it is that the subject being discussed can lead to serious listening 

when either of the participants may have to consciously understand and 

remember or distinguish between logical and emotional arguments 

Courteous Listening Behaviour 

This is a form of social listening that requires open-mindedness from the 

listener. When you engage in courteous .listening you are not supposed to 

interrupt the speaker nor should you come to the speech act with a 

determined mind to unnecessarily find fault. Instead, a courteous listener 

does not only declare his mind open but also gives a feedback that 

reinforces the speaker. It is a listening behaviour' that does not show bias 

or prejudice. You will be an effective com¬municator when you listen 

courteously even in the face of opposition. 

Respectful/Affectionate Listening Behaviour 

The difference between courteous and love/respect listening behaviours is 

the kind of participants involved. The common setting for the two is 

social. While courteous listening behaviour occurs between any two 
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discussants, love and respect listening behaviour involves 

children/parents, pupils/teachers. Out of love and respect, babies listen to 

their parents. Similarly, pupils who know that their teachers are loving 

and more knowledgeable than they (the pupils) are willing to listen 

respectfully. 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have discussed the different types of listening 

and their characteristics. You have also learnt that mastering these 

different types of listening is key to learning process. 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 3.1 (tests Learning Outcome 3.1) 

Outline 5 types of listening. 

Listthe factors that are crucial to critical listening. 

SAQ 3.2 (tests Learning Outcome 3.2) 

Define active listening 
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Study Session 4 

The Process of Listening Comprehension 

Introduction 
The process of listening moves through five steps: receiving, attending, 

understanding, responding and/or remembering. In this session, you will 

be examining this process and it relevance to developing listening skill. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

4.1 identify the elements of the listening process 

4.1 Process of Listening Comprehension 

4.1.1 Receiving 

Human listening fails for because receivers simply are not connected or 

“tuned in” to the senders. Sometimes, the problem is a physiological one; 

for example, the receiver has a hearing deficiency due to a congenital or 

inherited weakness or perhaps the deficiency resulted from an accident, a 

disease, or prolonged exposure to loud noises. 

4.1.2 Attending 

You must attend to the message if the process of listening is to continue. 

Suppose that I am working on something else when the message arrives. 

My computer signals that I have mail from you. I want to read it, but I 

decide that I will do it later. I continue to stay busy on another task, 

however, and forget to read the message. Later, I may mistakenly “trash 

it” without ever reading it. Whatever the case, I didn’t attend to the 

message. Human listening is often ineffective—or does not occur—for 

similar reasons. Receiving occurs, but attending does not. At any given 

time, numerous messages compete for our attention. We therefore must 

choose, whether consciously or unconsciously, to attend to some stimuli 

and reject others. Three factors determine how these choices are made. 
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1. Selectivity of attention 

We direct attention to certain things to prevent an information 

overload. A common example makes the point. Suppose you are 

attempting to read a book and watch TV at the same time. 

Although some people claim they can do this, actually both 

activities suffer—and usually one more than the other. The 

material that is most engaging or interesting will attract your 

attention. At other times, something may interrupt or disturb your 

attention. 

2. Strength of attention  

Attention is not only selective; it possesses energy, or strength. 

Attention requires effort and desire. In the example of reading a 

book and watching TV, the receiver (reader/watcher) directed his 

or her primary attention toward either the book or the TV. 

Complete attention can be given to only one stimulus at a time, 

and necessary attention to only a limited number of stimuli at the 

same time. If we spend too much energy on too many stimuli, we 

soon will not be paying attention to any of them. Still another 

measure of attention strength is the length of time that the 

memory of something continues to influence us.  

3. Sustainment of attention  

Just as attention is determined by selectivity and strength, it is 

affected by time of sustainment. Our attention wanes, and this 

fact is important to an understanding of listening. 

For example, we can listen to some public speakers far longer 

than we can listen to others. Duration may depend on the subject, 

the setting, the way the speech is packaged, and on the speaker’s 

delivery. The mind can only pay attention for as long as the body 

can sit still. 

4.1.3 Understanding 

“Communication begins with understanding.” A message may have been 

sent and received, and the receiver may have attended to the message—

yet, there has been no effective communication. Effective communication 

depends on understanding; that is, effective communication does not take 

place until the receiver understands the message. Even though you read 

or hear every message, but that does not mean understood the message. 

There are several possible reasons for the misunderstanding. We often 

hear or read what we expect rather than what was actually said or written.  

1. Verbal symbols 

Verbal communication means communicating through the use of 

words, whether spoken or written. Two barriers obstruct our 

understanding of verbal communication.  

Barrier 1 
The same words mean different things to different people. This 

barrier is a common one, and it may be experienced whenever 

any two people attempt to communicate. When the same words 

mean different things to different people, misunderstanding 

occurs 
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Barrier 2 
Different words sometimes mean the same thing. Many things 

are called by more than one name. 

We listen more effectively when we consider the message in 

relation to its source. Good listeners always consider who the 

sender of the message is. Knowing something about the sender 

pays big dividends when it comes to understanding the message. 

 

2. Nonverbal symbols.  

We use nonverbal symbols to transmit many times more 

information than our verbal symbols carry. We communicate 

nonverbally through action factors, non-action factors, and vocal 

factors. Each suggests a barrier to listening. 

Barrier 1: Misinterpretation of the action.  

Eye contact, gestures, and facial expression are action factors that 

affect the meaning we attach to a message because any 

movement or action carries meaning. 

Barrier 2: Misinterpretation of non-action symbols. 
The clothes I wear, the automobile I drive, and the objects in my 

office—all these things communicate something about me. In 

addition, my respect of your needs for time and space affects how 

you interpret my messages. For example, if I am to see you at 

noon but arrive 15 minutes late, my tardiness may affect how you 

interpret what I say to you.  

Barrier 3: Misinterpretation of the voice.  

The quality, intelligibility, and variety of the voice affect the 

listener’s understanding. Quality refers to the overall impression 

the voice makes on others. Listeners often infer from the voice 

whether the speaker is happy or sad, fearful or confident, excited 

or bored. Intelligibility (or understandability) depends on such 

things as articulation, pronunciation, and grammatical correctness 

but variety is the spice of speaking. Variations in rate, volume, 

force, pitch, and emphasis are some of the factors that influence 

our understanding of the speaker’s message. 

 

 ITQ 

Question 

The following are barriers to understanding nonverbal symbols except 

A. Misinterpretation of the voice.  

B. Misinterpretation of the action.  

C. Misinterpretation of non-action symbols.  

D. Misinterpretation of spoken words by different people 

 

Feedback 

The correct answer is D.  

Options A, B and C are all barriers to understanding nonverbal symbols.  
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4.1.4 Responding 

The listening process may end with understanding, since effective 

communication and effective listening may be defined as the accurate 

sharing or understanding of meaning. Responding, then, is a form of 

feedback that completes the communication transaction. It lets the sender 

know that the message was received, attended to, and understood but a 

response may be needed—or at least helpful and there are different types 

of responses. 

1. Direct verbal responses. These may be spoken or written. You 

may respond verbally. If your message asked a question or 

sought my coordination, I might type a response on my computer 

and reply to you.  

2. Responses that seek clarification. I may use E-mail to ask for 

additional information, or I may talk to you either on the 

telephone or face-to-face. I may be very direct in my request, or I 

may just say, “tell me more about it.” 

3. Responses that paraphrase. I may say something like, “in other 

words, what you are saying is. . . .” A paraphrase gives the sender 

a chance to agree, or to provide information to clarify the 

message. 

4. Nonverbal responses. Many times, a nonverbal response is all 

that is needed; indeed, it may even be the preferred type of 

response. The knowing nod of the head, an understanding smile, 

or a “thumbs up” may communicate that the message is 

understood. 

 ITQ 

Question 

.…… is a form of feedback that completes the communication 

transaction. 

A. Understanding 

B. Attending 

C. Responding 

D. Receiving 

Feedback 

Responding is a form of feedback that completes the communication 

transaction. 

4.1.5 Remembering 

Memorization of facts is not the key to good listening. Yet memory is 

often a necessary and integral part of the listening process. Some would 

go so far as to say, “if you can’t remember it, you weren’t listening.” This 

statement is often untrue. Think for example, of the times you heard a 

good joke but can’t remember it long enough to get home and tell it; you 

were introduced to someone and can’t recall the name five minutes later. 

We often say, “I can remember faces, but I can’t remember names.” At 

times, something will “jog” our memory, such as hearing another joke, 
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seeing a similar product on the grocery store shelf, or meeting someone 

else with the same first name. 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have been taught the structure of the listening 

process. You have explored the interrelationship between the 

components of this process.  

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 4.1 (tests Learning Outcome 4.1) 

Mention the components of the listening process. 

Outline the factors that help us decide which stimuli to pay more 

attention. 
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Study Session 5 

Factors influencing Listening Efficiency 

Introduction 
In this session, discussion will focus on the internal and external factors 

which can make or mar your listening comprehension efficiency. Your 

attention will be specifically drawn to those areas on which a listener can 

exert control and those on which he can exert little or no control. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

5.1 discuss factors which the listener can control 

5.2 list the factors which the listener can hardly control 

5.3 outline the common barriers to listening 

5.1 Factors which the Listener can Control 
In every communication situation, you as the listener, depending on your 

purpose for listening, can be influenced to listen effectively. The overall 

effectiveness of a listener, however, is determined by the following: 

1. Listener’s Background Knowledge 

This is the knowledge a listener has had on a subject before the 

listening takes place. Your active participation at a family or staff 

meeting depends, to some extent, on your faint idea of what is 

being discussed. Even if the subject is new, you must have had 

some inkling or hint on certain aspect of the matter. You should 

know, for example before the meeting, what your roles are as a 

teacher in the school; what your relationships ought to be with 

your students and/or other workers in the school; what extra-

curricular activities the school is likely to engage in etc. With this 

background knowledge, you are not likely to be completely at sea 

when discussion are going on in the staff meeting: But where a 

listener lacks background knowledge, like for example a public 

lecture or an interrogation at a police station after an 

indiscriminate arrest, the listener’s understanding of the subject 

may not be as fast as envisaged.  

 

 

2. Listener's Linguistic Competence  
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A good listener must be proficient in the language of 

communication. He must be versed in the phonology, syntax and 

semantics of the language 'with 'which he and the speaker 

interact. Rich vocabulary, good knowledge of the syntactic 

structures and an understanding' of the semantics of English 

Language are a pre- requisite to meaningful participation at 

formal lectures, tutorial meetings and presentation of Oral reports 

and carrying out instructions in Nigeria. 

Without the basic linguistic knowledge of the English sounds, 

stress, intonation, lexis and structure no listener can benefit 

appreciably from formal education in Nigeria where English is 

the medium of instruction. Just as the various tones are 

significant in many Nigerian languages so also are stress and 

intonation crucial to the understanding of spoken English. There 

are features of sound and intonation discrimination syntactic 

relationships and nuances of meaning English. A listener must be 

sensitive to all the linguistic- non-linguistic ones before be can 

process correctly and derive meaning from received messages in 

English. 

To overcome linguistic difficulty, a listener must be versed in 

English sound system (vowels, consonants, stress and intonation 

patterns); be aware of the contextual meaning of words; 

recognise basic grammatical structures of tenses, sentence 

patterns, sentence types and variety; be familiar with informal 

and formal use of English to be able to recognize redundancies, 

pauses and other paralinguistic: devices speakers employ in oral 

discourse.  

3. Listener’s State of Mind 

The way a message is received and processed is significantly 

influenced not only by the listener’s mental ability but, also by 

his emotional stability. A listener who is ill-motivated or is 

suffering from some inner conflict cannot attend to a message not 

to talk of processing it. Other psychological variables that have 

negative effect on the listener's thought processes include fear, 

worry, anxiety, anger, hunger, and close-mindedness. A student 

who is not sure of how to get the next meal or is constantly 

thinking of an unresolved misunderstanding between his or her 

mother and father cannot concentrate during a lecture. An unread 

letter can interfere with that listening process. A good listener 

must therefore, be motivated and interested in the message he is 

receiving. He also should show a desire to participate in the 

communication act. This is why a listen must always possess a 

perceived strong purpose to listen to an instruction, during a 

lecture, in an academic discussion, during a dialogue or an 

interview. 

 

 

 

 

 

 ITQ 
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Question 

The following are psychological variables that have negative effect on 

listening efficiency except ___________. 

A. Fear 

B. Happiness  

C. Worry 

D. Anger 

Feedback 

The correct answer is B.  

Happiness does not have a negative effect on listening efficiency. 

Psychological variables that have negative effect on the listener's 

thought processes include fear, worry, anxiety, anger, hunger, and close-

mindedness. 

5.2 Factor which the Listener can hardly Control 
There are many external factors over which the listener can exert little or 

no control. These variables are mostly present in the communication 

situation itself. Often- times, the listener does not know much about the 

characteristics of his speaker, the place or environment in which the 

communication takes place and even the message itself. Let us examine 

each of these sub-topics. 

5.2.1 The Speaker’s Attributes 

The qualities a speaker possesses and/or manifests can make or mar the 

listening effectiveness of the receiver of a message. Even where the 

listener is intelligent and has good command of language of 

communication, he may still be unable to process the message heard 

accurately owing to the speaker's negative qualities. These are some 

speaker’s negative attributes. 

Rate of Speaking  

A speaker whose speaking rate is too fast or too slow does not help his 

listener. A speaking rate that is faster than 175 words per minute in an 

hour’s lecture is regarded as too fast by listening experts. The listener will 

not be able to cope. 

Conversely, a speaking rate lower than 100 words per minute is 

considered too low for listening undergraduates. Listeners may doze off 

during the lecture. Although it might be possible to slow down a terribly 

fast speaker if both communicators are familiar with each other, it may 

not be polite for a listener to tell his speaker to increase his speaking rate. 

When a listener is faced with either of the situations, he/she must adjust 

by actively participating in the act and not faking attention or feeling 

discouraged. Striving to make sense of what is listened to should be the 

major concern. 

Fluency 
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Another speaking quality that can influence listening, effectiveness is 

Fluency. The more fluent a speaker is the better understood he is but 

when a speaker allows his message to be punctuated by many vocalised 

pauses, mannerism and bad digressions, it may be difficult for the listener 

to be effective. A good, listener is advised not find fault with the speaker 

but to ignore the unwanted "noises" and select the substance of the 

message. 

Other speaker qualities that a listener must be conversant with are 

visibility audibility, credibility and use of gestures use of gestures. This is 

one reason why a load student listener assumes a favoured position where 

he/she, can easily see and hear the, speaker/lecturer. 

5.2.2 The Environmental Factors 

Of all the environmental factors, which exert inf1uence on the listener, 

the condition of the venue is the most important. Adequate ventilation, 

comfortable temperature, provision of enough seats, lighting and quiet 

environment are conducive to effective listening. Where all these are 

absent, the listener must ensure he is not distracted because he/she cannot 

control the environment in which he listens, he should make do with the 

situation. 

5.2.3 Factors surrounding the Message 

Some messages are easy understand by the listener while many other are 

not as a result of their difficult concepts, high density vocabulary items 

and something emotionally laden words. Where a speaker does not mate 

the message interesting, don't get frustrated or discouraged. Instead, think 

about the topic and its value for you. As for emotionally laden words, 

reduce their impact on you by developing a defence mechanism against 

them.  

 ITQ 

Question 

A speaking rate of …… words per minute is considered too fast. 

A. 100 

B. 190 

C. 185 

D. 175 

Feedback 

The correct answer is D. 

A speaking rate of 175 words per minute is considered too fast. 
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5.3 Common Barriers to Listening 
There are many things that get in the way of listening and you should be 

aware of these barriers in order to become a more effective listener.  

Barriers and bad habits to effective listening can include: 

1. Trying to listen to more than one conversation at a time, this includes 

having the television or radio on while attempting to listen to 

somebody talk; being on the phone to one person and talking to 

another person in the same room and also being distracted by some 

dominant noise in the immediate environment.  

2. You find the communicator attractive/unattractive and you pay more 

attention to how you feel about the communicator and their physical 

appearance than to what they are saying. Perhaps you simply don't 

like the speaker - you may mentally argue with the speaker and be 

fast to criticise, either verbally or in your head. 

3. You are not interested in the topic/issue being discussed and become 

bored. 

4. Not focusing and being easily distracted, fiddling with your hair, 

fingers, a pen etc. or gazing out of the window or focusing on objects 

other than the speaker. 

5. Feeling unwell or tired, hungry, thirsty or needing to use the toilet 

during conversation. 

6. Identifying rather than empathising - understanding what you are 

hearing but not putting yourself in the shoes of the speaker. As most 

of us have a lot of internal self-dialogue we spend a lot of time 

listening to our own thoughts and feelings - it can be difficult to 

switch the focus from 'I' or 'me' to 'them' or 'you'. Effective listening 

involves opening your mind to the views of others and attempting to 

feel empathetic.  

7. Sympathising rather than empathising - sympathy is not the same as 

empathy, you sympathise when you feel sorry for the experiences of 

another, to empathise is to put yourself in the position of the other 

person. 

8. You are prejudiced or biased by race, gender, age, religion, accent, 

and/or past experiences. 

9. You have preconceived ideas or bias - effective listening includes 

being open-minded to the ideas and opinions of others, this does not 

mean you have to agree but should listen and attempt to understand. 

10. You make judgements, thinking, for example that a person is not very 

bright or is under-qualified so there is no point listening to what they 

have to say. 

11. Previous experiences – we are all influenced by previous experiences 

in life.  We respond to people based on personal appearances, how 

initial introductions or welcomes were received and/or previous 

interpersonal encounters.  If we stereotype a person we become less 

objective and therefore less likely to listen effectively.  

12. Preoccupation - when we have a lot on our minds we can fail to listen 

to what is being said as we're too busy concentrating on what we're 

thinking about. This is particularly true when we feel stressed or 

worried about issues.  
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13. Having a Closed Mind - we all have ideals and values that we believe 

to be correct and it can be difficult to listen to the views of others that 

contradict our own opinions. The key to effective listening and 

interpersonal skills more generally is the ability to have a truly open 

mind - to understand why others think about things differently to you 

and use this information to gain a better understanding of the speaker.  

14. Sudden Changes in Topic: When the listener is distracted they may 

suddenly think about something else that is not related to the topic of 

the speaker and attempt to change the conversation to their new topic. 

15. Selective Listening:  This occurs when the listener thinks they have 

heard the main points or have got the gist of what the speaker wants 

to say.  They filter out what they perceive as being of key importance 

and then stop listening or become distracted.  

16. Daydreaming:  Daydreaming can occur when the listener hears 

something that sets off a chain of unrelated thoughts in their head – 

they become distracted by their ‘own world’ and adopt a ‘far-away’ 

look.  

17. Advising:  Some people want to jump in early in a conversation and 

start to offer advice before they fully understand the problem or 

concerns of the speaker. 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have discussed the internal and external 

factors, which influence general listening efficiency. You have explored 

how a listener's state of mind can hinder or facilitate attention to and 

understanding of messages. You have also discussed the importance of 

competence in language of communication, knowledge of the speaker 

and the environment to purposeful listening. An efficient listener must 

therefore have a good knowledge of all the components of speech 

perception and interpretation before he can comprehend any oral 

discourse. 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 5.1 (tests Learning Outcome 5.1) 

Outline three factors that a listener can control. 

SAQ 5.2 (tests Learning Outcome 5.2) 

List two environmental factors that can hinder effective listening. 

SAQ 5.3 (tests Learning Outcome 5.3) 

List five bad habits that can hinder effective listening. 
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Study Session 6 

Fundamental Behavioural Listening 

Problems 

Introduction 
In the previous session, you examined the factors that can make or mar 

listening comprehension. Our concern then was more on the speaker, the 

message, the environment and language proficiency. In this session, our 

emphasis is going to be on those negative psychological traits of the 

listener himself. You will be discussing how these negative traits can 

inhibit hearing, perception, selection and interpretation of all the 

processes involved in comprehending oral discourse. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

6.1 identify the fundamental behavioural listening problems and 

how to overcome them 

6.1 Fundamental Behavioural Listening Problems 

and How to overcome Them 
1. Premature Consideration of a Topic as Uninteresting 

It is a bad listener, who will view a topic as uninteresting before 

the message is delivered. Since the topic of a meeting, a lecture, a 

briefing or a discussion has some implication, it is an 

unwholesome habit dismissing such a topic as uninteresting 

especially prematurely. In addition, prejudging a. topic or the 

learner often leads to passive listening. To overcome this 

problem, the trained listener should regard the topic as vital and 

rewarding by looking for ways in which to use the information 

gleaned from the message. This bad habit can even lead to 

avoiding topics that are controversial challenging or thought-

provoking. 

2. Emotional involvement  

When a listener is over stimulated at the beginning of a 

communication act, he/she is bound to be too emotionally 

involved to listen effectively. Instead, he gets carried away by the 
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speaker's comments and ultimately misses the vital information 

which comes later in the act. The best way to overcome this 

problem is to maintain a neutral stance and concentrated on the 

importance of the message.  

 ITQ 

Question 

The best way to overcome emotional involvement as a listener is to …. 

A. get carried away by the speaker's comments 

B. maintain a neutral stance and concentrated on the importance of 

the message.  

C. view a topic as uninteresting before the message is delivered. 

D. should regard the topic as vital and rewarding 

Feedback 

The correct answer is B. 

The best way to overcome emotional involvement as a listener is to 

maintain a neutral stance and concentrated on the important part of the 

message.  

3. Narrow Listening  

If a receiver of messages listens only for facts, it may lead to 

narrow, ineffective listening. One who engages in narrow 

listening cannot be analytical, critical, or evaluative: listening to 

oral discourse at the tertiary level requires some elements of 

discrimination, analysis and judgment especially when the 

message is rich with symbolism and/or multiple interpretations. 

However, a good listener should be guided by the nature of the 

message and mode delivery. Listening only for facts has its 

limitations, which a trained listener must recognize and guard 

against. It must not lead to listening to only what is easy to 

understand. 

4. Lack of Concentration 

Adequate Concentration is paramount to active listening. Some 

students lose attention during important lectures and academic 

discussion. Their physical presence is not adorned by real facial 

expressions, eye contact and nodding, which they pretend to 

show. They are the losers for such passivity. While a few cases of 

lack of concentration are traceable to health reasons, many are 

psychological. Some listeners' inattention is due to unstated 

assumptions while others cannot concentrate owing to 

restlessness, lack of interest or absent-mindedness. A few others 

have short attention span. A listener will concentrate well when 

all forms of distractions are suppressed or adjusted to. Above all, 

getting motivated and interested in subjects of the oral discourse 

is the most valuable antidote against lack of concentration. 
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 ITQ 

Question 

The following are reasons for lack of concentration in listeners except… 

A. short attention span 

B. lack of interest 

C. high motivation level 

D. Health reasons 

Feedback 

The correct answer is C. 

Option A, B and D are valid reasons for lack of concentration in 

listeners. 

Option C, however, will result in proper concentration. 

5. Superimposition of Personal Prejudices 

Many a good listener allows himself or herself to be swept off the 

course in a communications situation when he permits his 

personal prejudices or deep-seated convictions to impair his 

comprehension of the vital information. This behavioural 

problem often occurs when a listener's stand or position on 

certain issues such as religion, politics, ideology etc. are 

threatened by what he listen to. For example, a religious fanatic 

can hardly listen actively to talks delivered by agnostics, animists 

or atheists and vice versa. The poor listener will superimpose his 

prejudice or conviction on the substance or the vital message of 

the speaker. 

6. Mentally Jumping Ahead of the Speaker 

When a listener tries to answer certain questions or prematurely 

jots down the points on a topic before he fully understands the 

message the speaker is passing across, he/she is said to be 

jumping ahead of the speaker. Such a listener is most likely to 

miss vital parts of the discourse. He may not even obtain the 

kernel of the message. It is better to fully understand a point 

before it is noted down. This negative listening behaviour has 

manifested itself in giving wrong reports and distorted versions 

of press conferences, interviews and recorded minutes. 

7. Criticism of Delivery rather than Message 

For reasons best known to the poor listener, mode of delivery of a 

message is criticized rather than the message. Since not all 

speakers are trained in the art of speech composition and 

delivery, a listener should listen attentively to and analyse the 

message critically irrespective of the Speaker's style of delivery. 

Many efficient listeners have gained tremendously from church 

sermons, inaugural lecturers, special addresses and political 

campaigns regardless of who the speakers are. Listen with a view 

to getting value for your attention and not for fault-finding or 

witch-hunting. 
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6.2Misconceptions that results in Ineffective 

Listening 
a. Listening Is Not My Problem! 

People generally believe they are better listeners than those 

around them. It is the people, they work for, the ones who work 

with or for them, their family members, and their friends who 

have a problem in listening effectively—not them. The people 

around us believe that we have more of a problem listening 

effectively than they do.  

b. Listening and Hearing Are the Same 

Simply having good hearing does not make one a good listener. 

In fact, many people who have perfectly good hearing are not 

good listeners. Having good hearing does facilitate one’s 

perception of sound; but good listeners don’t simply hear 

words—they focus on the meaning. We communicate effectively 

with each other insofar as we share meaning. If I tell you 

something and you misunderstand me, effective communication 

has not occurred. If I tell you something and you understand what 

I meant—that is, if we have an effective transfer or sharing of 

meaning—we say that the communication is effective. Effective 

listening implies that the listener understands what the speaker 

means. 

The difference between hearing and listening can be stated this 

way: Hearing is the reception of sound, listening is the 

attachment of meaning to the sound. Hearing is passive, listening 

is active. Understanding the difference between hearing and 

listening is an important prerequisite for listening effectively. 

c. Good Readers Are Good Listeners 

This statement is often untrue, even though both reading and 

listening depend on the translation of words into meaning. 

Because of the shared translation function, there is obviously 

some kind of relationship between readings and listening; the 

problem is, many people mistakenly believe that all good readers 

are necessarily good listeners. Incidentally, test results also show 

that most people score higher as readers than as listeners. Being a 

good reader is no guarantee that you are a good listener. 

d. Smarter People Are Better Listeners 

Obviously, intelligence plays a role in a person’s capacity to 

listen. Persons with limited intelligence will be limited in their 

capacity to process the information contained in messages they 

receive. Conversely, those having high intelligence levels will 

possess a greater processing capacity. Yet, the belief that 

“smarter people are better listeners” is often false. In fact, 

evidence suggests that the reverse is often true. 

e. Listening Improves with Age 

Certainly, the capacity or ability to listen and attach appropriate 

meaning to messages improves with age and experience—at least 

in the early years and at least to some point. But although 

listening ability increases, listening performance generally 
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declines at some point. But this doesn’t have to be the case. The 

discrepancy between listening ability and listening performance 

is often due to our having learned bad listening habits.  

f. Listening Skills Are Difficult to Learn 

Actually, the skills themselves are not all that difficult—and 

initial progress is rapid. But learning to apply the skills 

consistently does take hard work. And becoming really proficient 

takes much time and practice—a lifetime to be exact. But the 

effort is definitely worthwhile. The last chapter will tell you how 

to become a better listener in any situation. First, however, we 

need to understand the process of listening and the types of 

listening. The next chapter explains the process. 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have learnt about certain behavioural 

problems, which the listener manifests as he engages in interactive 

listening. These problems inhibit effective comprehension. They include 

not giving adequate thought to the message, undue emotional 

involvement, listening for facts only, faking attention, permitting 

personal prejudice to tamper with comprehension process and general 

fault finding.  

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 6.1 (tests Learning Outcome 6.1) 

Outline three behavioural listening problems and how they can be 

overcome. 

SAQ 6.2 (tests Learning Outcome 6.2) 

Outline five misconceptions that result in ineffective listening. 
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Study Session 7 

Essential Listening Comprehension Skills 

Introduction 
Your purpose in this session will be to understand the main language 

competence, based on comprehension skills, that will enable you to 

comprehend an oral discourse. In doing so, you will learn how to apply 

guidelines to listening comprehension. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

7.1 analyse the component skills that ensure language competence 

and listening 

7.2 apply specific guidelines to listening comprehension 

7.1 Language Competence and Listening 

Comprehension 
The following language skills are essential to comprehend oral discourse 

7.1.1 The Phonological Component Skills 

English is the language of instruction in most tiers of Nigeria's 

educational system but it is spoken as the second language which means 

it has to be learnt formally. The second language nature of English places 

Nigerian learners at a greater disadvantage in that they have to understand 

particularly the sound system, the syntax and the semantics of the 

language to be able to benefit from oral discourse. 

Most students do not understand lecturers, or take part actively in 

tutorials and other discussions because they cannot cope with a language 

whose sounds and sound sequences are different from their mother 

tongue. 

There are more English vowel and consonant sounds than most Nigeria's 

major languages. Besides, the English language permits consonant 

clusters, degrees of loudness, levels of pitch and lengths of pause, which 

are alien to Nigerians. To be able to listen well therefore, the second 

language user of English must understand even if fairly: 

i. the essential consonant and vowel contrasts  
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ii. the syllable structure of English 

iii. the stress and intonation patterns 

iv. the use of contracted forms 

v. redundancies 

vi. voice and mood 

vii. weak and strong forms 

 

 ITQ 

Question 

 A second language user of English must understand the following 

except ….. 

A. the syllable structure of English 

B. voice and mood 

C. high and strong forms 

D. the essential consonant and vowel contrasts 

Feedback 

The correct answer is C. 

A second language user of English must understand option A, B and D.  

A second language user of English must understand weak and strong 

forms NOT high and strong forms. 

With a good knowledge of the English phonology, the student will be 

able to perform the following listening tasks more efficiently. 

a. Recognize and understand the speaker's attitude towards the 

listener and topic of utterance as conveyed mainly by intonation. 

b. Identify important information in a place of discourse especially 

through vocal underlining or verbal cues. 

c. Distinguish, from speech, firm: farm, fast: vast; shirt: short; 

thing: tin;¬ debt: death; fear: fair etc. and be able to spell more 

correctly. 

d. Cope with speed of delivering lectures and rate of speaking 

generally. 

e. understand various speech accents 

f. give correct response to questions because of his knowledge of 

question tags and use of interrogatives 

g. participate fully in oral discourse having overcome certain speech 

problems. 

7.1.2 The Syntactic Component Skill 

There are many sub-components that make up the syntactic component. 

There is the word level; there is the sentence level and of course the 

discourse level. The proper understanding of these various levels is very 

crucial to deducing meaning from what is heard. 

At the lexical level, the student listener needs the knowledge of word 

formation and contextual clues to understand the meaning and use of 

unfamiliar lexical items in an oral text. For example, supplying the 
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missing words in the short passage below requires syntactic skills of word 

formation and content clues. 

Firstly, the student has to understand what __ said, as the speaker says it. 

He cannot stop the lecturer __ order to look up a new word or check __ 

unfamiliar sentence pattern. 

The missing words are: is, in and an. First, it is as a result of says towards 

the end of the sentence. Second, it is in for in collocates with order. 

Third, an and not a comes before unfamiliar which starts with a vowel 

"u" and the last word is pattern (singular). If the last word were to be 

"patterns" a or an would have been replaced by are or many because 

"patterns" is a plural word. 

There are many other syntactic skills the listener needs to comprehend 

oral messages. They include among others: 

Understanding relations, within the sentence, the syntactic and 

morphological forms characteristics of spoken language, especially 

elements of sentence structure, modification and negation e.g. the verb 

stem + -ing, -ed, en 

talk   talking   talked 

beat   beats  beaten  

do  does  doesn’t 

Understanding relations between parts of a text through cohesion devices 

such as reference e.g. which relative clause goes with what sentence? 

 

Sentences Relative Clause 

1. The experiment/is almost 

complete  

a. who had been unable to 

buy one in time 

2. The student should make 

an effort in statistics 

b. on which he could always 

rely. 

3. The lecturer lent his own 

book to the student 

c. which he has not studied 

before 

4. The student/had just 

passed his examinations 

d. which was started last 

year 

5. The head of department 

bought a good computer. 

e. for whom Dr. Eke was 

responsible. 

 

Syntactic skill leads us to insert the correct relative clauses in their 

appropriate places to give us meaningful sentence 

such as: 

1 + d  The experiment which was, started last year is almost complete. 

2 + c  The student should make an effort in statistics which he has not 

studied before 
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3 + a  The lecturer lent his own book to the student who had been 

unable to buy one in time  

4 + e   The student, for whom Dr. Eke was responsible, had just passed 

his exams. 

5 + b  The head of department bought a good computer on which he 

could always rely 

Understanding relations between parts of text by recognising indicators in 

discourse especially for introducing transition and conclusion of ideas 

and for anticipation of objection or contrary view. 

+ relationship     relationship  

(= "and")     (= "but")  

enumeration addition result  concession  

Firstly  Moreover   However  

Secondly Furthermore   Yet  

Then  In addition Therefore Nevertheless  

Later  Again  Thus  In spite of (this/that) 

 

 

Activity 7.1 

Complete the spaces in the paragraph below with appropriate 

connections from the table above: 

Freshers in the University find group discussions difficult. They 

frequently withdraw - make little attempt to join in……………., 

there is no doubt that dis¬cussion can be very valuable if properly 

exploited……………, it will be worth-while suggesting how the 

student can tackle this problem. It will………………. certainly be 

worthwhile convincing him that improvement in their area is vital 

to his progress. 

7.1.3 The Semantic Component Skills 

The semantic competent skills deal with meaning and areas, also 

important to comprehending oral discourse. It should however, be noted 

that we cannot treat them in isolation of phonological and syntactic 

components. 

In fact, the three are interrelated in oral texts 

i. Understanding conceptual meaning, e.g. comparison, degree, 

cause, result and purpose. This skill    enables the listener not 

only to compare adjectives and adverbs but also to understand the 

speaker's method of expressing basic meaning. Study the two 

tables below and note how the words can convey various shades 

of meaning. 

Adj.  Comparative  Superlative  

easy  easier   easiest  

effective more effective  most effective  
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soon  sooner   soonest  

easily  more easily  most easily  

Remember that “than” is often used after the comparative words. 

BASIC MEANING Method of expressing basic meaning  

     1. through the  2. through the  

     VERB PHRASE ADVERB  

A. not definitely true     appears to seems to apparently  

B. not definitely tends to is likely to may very probably  

C. possible well may be  may be perhaps 

possibly  

ii. understanding ideas and information in an oral text through 

making inferences from what is said. You may at times have to 

infer correct meaning from what you had earlier heard. 

iii. interpreting oral texts by going outside its relating information in 

the text to information not contained in the text through 

association. A good listener must be able to associate one idea 

with another as he listens to series of points contained in an oral 

discourse. 

7.2 Guidelines to Effective Listening 
As a good listener, you must acquire the enabling skill of 

identifying first, then understanding the subject matter of an 

address, a talk, a meeting, a broadcast or a lecture. The skill 

enables you to get the focus of the lecture or recognise the 

information content of an oral text. This skill is further assisted 

by the already acquired linguistic devices, which enable you to 

elicit the core of the information. 

In real life situations, a listener is attentive to the topic or title of 

discussion and the lecturer's introduction and emphasis. 

 

1. Comprehending the Factual Content 

Once the theme of the discussion is identified, the listener should 

try and understand the factual content of the oral communication. 

He must be on the look out for the key points which can be got 

from answers to Who? What? When? Where? and How? 

A good listener should note that key points are marked by 

speaker's long pauses, falling tones and use of emphasis. A 

lecturer's long pause can be likened to a paragraph in written 

communication. Another useful sub-skill in this regard is 

recognizing where sentences begin and end. 

 

2. Recognizing Supporting Details. 

This is closely related to following directions. Once the speaker 

makes a point, he elaborates it by bringing in details in form, of 

facts, subsidiary ideas-and possibly examples and illustrations. 
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Care must be taken to be able to identify which of the supporting 

ideas are relevant and which are not. 

 

3. Analysis of Relationships 

In order not to lose the trend of discussion, the efficient listener 

strives to analyse the relationship inherent in oral 

communication. 

This is done by noting how one key point relates to another and 

how one supporting idea relates to the key point and another 

supporting idea. This skill enables the listener to outline and take 

notes. We shall come back to this point in our lecture on note-

taking from lecturers. 

 

4. Spotting Digressions 

In normal speech, speakers tend to digress a little or embellish 

points with "unwanted" material. The good listener must be able 

to distinguish substance from digression. In addition, all elements 

of bias, falsehood, distortion and sensationalism must be spotted 

and expunged from the central theme or related supporting idea. 

When you listen to radio/television broadcasts and political 

campaigns, you must utilise this skill to distinguish facts from 

opinions, distortion from persuasion, emotional from logical 

appeals. 

 

5. Responding to Oral Discourse 

At a higher plane, you need this skill to be able to respond 

adequately and accurately to issues that arise in Oral discourse in 

diverse communication settings. 

Through your timely response, it will be easy for you to critically 

examine what you listen to and evaluate it purely on its merit. In 

addition, the skill enables you to form an opinion, make 

inferences and assist .you in deriving maximum value from the 

speech act. 

 

6. Participating Actively in Inter-personal Communication 

Situations 

Having acquired the necessary linguistic competence skills and 

the procedural extraction skills, it will not be difficult to develop 

and "practice the advanced skill of participating effectively in 

inter-active speech situations such as dialogues, debates and even 

interviews. At this stage, you are familiar with different accents 

and at varying speeds of speaking. You could detect moods and 

select appropriate descriptive vocabulary, verbs of action, 

adjectives and adverbs of modification to express your ideas and 

understand others when they express theirs. Moreover, the sum 

total of your linguistic and non-linguistic knowledge enables you 

to apply your background knowledge and proficiency in language 

forms to understand utterances in their entirety. 
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 ITQ 

Question 

Which of the following will not promote active listening? 

A. Face the speaker and maintain eye contact. 

B. Be attentive, but relaxed. 

C. Don't interrupt. 

D. Wait for the speaker to pause to ask clarifying questions. 

E. All of the above 

F. None of the above 

Feedback 

The answer is in fact none of the above (F). 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have been introduced to the component skills 

that ensure language competence and listening comprehension. These 

skills -  phonological, syntactic and semantic skills - will enable a 

listener to receive oral information accurately, interpret it correctly and 

comprehend it successfully, and provide appropriate response. You have 

been exposed, as well, to the advanced listening skills to perform 

effectively at formal and informal communication situations. 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 7.1 (tests Learning Outcome 7.1) 

List the components skills that are essential to the comprehension of an 

oral discourse. 

SAQ 7.2 (tests Learning Outcome 7.2) 

Point out the listening comprehension enabling skills you will require. 
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Study Session 8 

Strategies for Listening to Academic 

Discourse 

Introduction 
Before now, you have been discussing the art of listening generally. You 

have learnt about all the factors that may make or mar listening 

efficiency. You have also learnt about the essential skills needed to 

become a prolific listener during family& society meetings, at the theatre, 

in discussion groups, at interviews, even to gossips, chit-chats and music. 

Since, you are more preoccupied in academic pursuits than other 

pleasurable exploits, the time has come when you need certain guidelines 

to enhance your listening ability especially during strictly academic 

environments. In this session, you will be learning all the necessary tips 

for effective participation at seminars and lectures - ordinary, special and 

inaugural.  

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

8.1 explain the basic requirements for listening to an academic 

discourse 

8.2 point out the necessary pre-listening activities to ensure listening 

efficiency  

8.1 Basic Requirements for Listening to Academic 

Discourse 

8.1.1 Nature of Lecture Method 

Brown (1978) defines a lecture as a set of key points with associated 

examples, illustrations, elaborations and qualifications. 

The lecture key points are ordered in a series of ways as dictated by the 

nature, of the subject (Arts, Science, Education) and/or the style of the 

lecturer.  

Another characteristic of lecture method is that it is a technique used by 

many lecturers from institutions of higher learning and other qualified 
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persons for presenting some types of academic material to a mature 

audience material to a mature audience and in large classes. 

You must have realised from the features so far enumerated that the 

lecture method is more formal and impersonal than the teaching most of 

you are engaged in. The lecturer delivers his message, the audience 

listens and possibly takes notes and sometimes asks questions but the 

listener hardly has the opportunity to ask the lecturer to repeat missed 

points. 

8.1.2 Features of Lecture Styles 

There are many methods of delivering lectures. The structures of most 

lectures are determined by the subject matter while others are at the 

prerogative of the lecturer. However, experts have categorized all lecture 

methods into five. 

I. The Classical Method 

This method is otherwise known classification or whole part. The 

lecturer will first present the main topic and lists the independent 

elements that accompany it. Each independent element and 

further elaborated through the inclusion of details. The details 

will consist of facts, examples and illustrations. The method is 

common with most courses of study. 

II. The Problem-Centred Method 

The pattern starts with an introduction of a problem or posing of 

question. The discussion will proffer the various alternative 

solutions with examples or qualifications, usually, the lecturer 

summarises the points under a solution before he presents other 

forms of solution. This method is peculiar to the sciences, 

economics and medicine. 

III. The Sequential Method 

Some subjects like history, literature and the science are easily 

adaptable to this method. The structure entails chronological 

listing of events, logical deductions and actions in a sequence 

easily identifiable by the trained listener. 

In most cases, the lecturer first introduces the topic; states- the 

first point/problem; makes logical deductions and gives a 

summary. The mastery of this structure enables you not only to 

follow the lecturer but also to list the points as they are made. 

IV. The Comparative Method 

This is a lecture style that allows the lecturer to present 

similarities and dissimilarities of concepts, governments, 

ideologies, ideas and situations. 

It most invariably involves more than one thing which is first 

identified and their various characteristics listed for comparison 

and/or contrast. The method is applicable to any subject of 

discussion. 

V. The Thesis Method 

This is the most difficult and uncommon of all the methods. But 

it is still used especially in academic circles and high quality 

discussion programmes. It involves general assertion and 

justification. The lecturer certainly gives the background 

information leading to the assertion, its implications, deductions 
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and method of analysis. A good listener must also loot out for 

possible assumptions and conclusions. Another quality of the 

method is that there are proofs for every assertion. This forms the 

basis of what to note and what to ignore. 

 ITQ 

Question 

__________ lecture method is suitable for discourse in sciences and 

economics 

A. Classical method 

B. Problem-centred method 

C. Sequential method 

D. Comparative method 

Feedback 

The correct answer is B. 

The problem centred lecture method is peculiar to the sciences, 

economics and medicine. 

 

 

Activity 9.1 

Recount one of the revision classes or lectures you attended in the recent 

past. Which of the methods above did the lecturer use? Did the method 

or its identification assist your understanding of the lecture? 

8.2 Necessary Pre-Listening Activities 
There are some pre-listening activities which a trained listener must 

embark upon to obtain the required rewards from academic discourse. 

These activities are a pre-requisite to whatever method the intending 

lecturer adopts. However good a listener may be in recognising a lecture 

style; certain often overlooked facts must still be borne in mind. 

8.2.1 Possess the Course Outline 

The student must possess an up-to-date course outline where the various 

lecture titles and other course requirements are carefully spelt out. He 

must read and understand the course objectives, the weekly arrangement 

of subject titles. The student must clear any doubt or confusion with 

his/her course-mate before going for lectures. If the lecture is more 

formal than the routine one, the student must know the title of the 

seminar or special lecture; who the lecturer is; the time and venue of the 

lecture and the possible audience. These facts will guide his active 

participation. 
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8.2.2Know the Prescribed Texts and References 

Most course outlines contain prescribed texts and relevant references. 

There is a rationale for providing students with this vital" information 

before commencement of lectures. The student must purchase or borrow 

the texts from a friend, course-mate or the library. 

8.2.3 Pre-read the Necessary References 

One good way of preparing for lectures is to read the prescribed texts and 

reference material. Such a practice provides the listen with an inkling, a 

slight understanding of the subject of discussion. It can inform him of 

how best to organize the material before the lecture. 

8.2.4 Be Punctual at the Lecture Venue 

It is a good practice to arrive early at the lecture hall. It is even better to 

be there before the lecturer. Punctuality has both physical and 

psychological rewards. You not only sit at a favoured place, but one set 

for serious assignment. 

8.2.5 Choose a Favoured Seat 

When you arrive early enough to select a good place for yourself, it win 

be easy for you to participate actively in the communication ac-t. A good 

choice of a place also ensures you a conducive atmosphere for listening. 

You are fair1y comfortable in your seat and your lecturer is visible and 

audible to you. You will hear him make his points and see him 

demonstrate and illustrate. Moreover, you may be free from distractions 

and thus be able to organise yourself'" concentrate properly. 

8.2.6 Prepare for the Lectures Psychologically 

In order to promote effective listening comprehension when the 

lecture/talk/discussion starts in earnest, you have to be motivated and 

interested. In other words, you should show a strong desire to participate 

in the act. As much as humanly possible, you must control, if not 

eliminate completely, all forms of distractions. -Endeavour to have a 

positive attitude to the subject and the lecturer. Always cooperate with 

the speaker/lecturer by ignoring his weak points and concentrating on his 

strengths and the value of the lecture for you. 

8.2.7 Sustain Your Attention 

You must maintain your heightened attention throughout the lecture. 

Since you may not know when certain crucial points may be made, you 

have to keep up your concentration so that you do not miss vital points as 

the lecture progresses. 

 

 ITQ 

Question 
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_______ lecture method is suitable for discourse in history and 

literature. 

A. Classical method 

B. Problem-centred method 

C. Sequential method 

D. Comparative method 

Feedback 

The correct answer is C. 

Some subjects like history, literature and the science are easily adaptable 

to this method, the sequential method. 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you examined the basic requirements and 

strategies you need in preparing for an academic discourse. You 

discussed the variety of lecture methods and styles, you have also 

discussed the various pre1istening exercises and activities that will 

stabilise your physical and emotional comportment to get you organised 

for lectures that may be delivered through the classical, problem centred, 

sequential, comparative and thesis methods. 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 8.1 (tests Learning Outcome 8.1) 

State the lecture methods you know. 

SAQ 8.2 (tests Learning Outcome 8.2) 

List five necessary pre-listening activities that improve listening 

efficiency  
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Study Session 9 

Note taking from Oral Discourse 

Introduction 
Note taking is a complex activity, which requires a high level of ability in 

many separate skills. In this session, you will be analysing the skills 

required for effective note taking from an oral discourse. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to 

9.1 describe note-taking 

9.2 identify the needed steps in preparing for note-taking 

9.3 outline strategies for extracting and writing notes 

9.1 Taking Notes from Oral Discourse 
This is essentially a continuation of our discussion on listening to 

lectures. In the previous session, we introduced to you, the various pre-

listening and note-taking activities which enhance production of quality 

notes after a successful listening session.  Our focus in this lecture, 

therefore, is to describe note-taking as a necessary event, a good student 

must undertake. We shall also discuss the useful techniques of taking 

notes especially from oral discourse. By the way, what are notes?  

Notes are a summarized version, an extraction of the main ideas are 

limited examples of what has been listened to our read. 

The Nature of Note-Taking from Lectures 

James et al (1979) describes note-taking as a highly complex skill 

consisting of three major components of: 

i. decoding what is heard. 

ii. comprehending the message.  

iii. writing what is important. 

You would recollect that we have discussed in detail how a listener can 

decode and comprehend the message. Our assignment here is to 
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concentrate on how to understand the organisation of a lecture and write 

what is considered important. 

Let us further examine the nature of note-taking. 

First, you take notes from lectures. Through these notes, you acquire up-

to-date knowledge and information from qualified persons who must 

have done a lot of reading on your behalf. 

Second, notes from lectures reduce the loss which occurs when you have 

difficulty in remembering information.  

Third, note-taking involves active and careful listening, thinking, 

observing, evaluating and responding.  

Fourth, when you take notes from lectures, you have to contend with 

many constraints such as coping with different accents, lecturers' varied 

dispositions and styles, sometimes your own emotional instability and 

environmental distractions. 

Fifth, taking notes from oral text is different from taking notes from 

written texts. The listener is at the mercy of the lecturer in an oral setting 

while you are free to do what you like with your book while reading. You 

can not take notes from a lecturer's speech at your own speed and pace. 

Instead, you are being controlled by the lecturer's rate of speaking and 

hardly can you ask him to repeat what you miss during lecture.  

Finally, oral discourse is prone to being easily carried away where the 

lecturer is used to pandering, unnecessary digressions and casting useless, 

irrelevant jokes. 

9.2 Preparing for Note-Taking 
In the last session, we exposed you to certain preliminary activities which 

can facilitate active listening. Such activities are relevant to taking good 

notes too. The following additional points are equally useful for note-

taking. 

i. Materials: 

A careful, serious-minded student must, get note-taking materials 

ready for the act. He/she should possess good ball pens, note 

books/pad, pencils, ruler, eraser, pencil sharpener, extra sheets of 

paper and where applicable ¬mathematical sets, calculators, set 

squares and other necessary study materials. 

ii. Lecture Information  

Experience has shown that the listener should equip himself with 

the necessary information about the lecture. He needs to indicate: 

 title of lecture 

 name of the lecturer 

 date and time of the lecture  

 duration of the lecture 

These pieces of information aid retention and recall. 
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 ITQ 

Question 

Note-taking involves all of the following except __________. 

Careless listening  

Thinking  

Observing  

Evaluating  

Feedback 

The correct answer is A. 

Note-taking involves active and CAREFUL (NOT CARELESS) 

listening, thinking, observing, evaluating and responding. 

9.3 Strategies for Extracting and Writing Notes 

during Lectures 
Once the listener has chosen a favoured seat and has established a 

purpose for listening to the lecture, he should apply the following 

strategies not only to understand the lecture but also to extract the 

relevant information and write them accurately. 

i. Listen attentively and concentrate on the theme of the 

talk/lecture/discussion. You most likely get this from the 

lecturer's introduction. 

ii. Discover the structure of the lecture. This will enable you to 

follow the lecturer's trend. Whichever of the five lecture styles he 

adopts, you will be able to organise your own outline to conform 

to his. If for instance, he adopts the comparative method, you 

may want to have a table where you will indicate similarities and 

differences separately. You will have to devise appropriate 

approach for dealing with any lecture style you encounter the 

structure will also enable you to identify the main and supporting 

points. 

iii. Take note of his intonation and stress patterns. From them you 

can know when the lecturer pauses loudly and clearly to signal 

important points. This is when you can make sense of the 

message too. 

iv. Note also the mood of the lecturer and the way he selects words 

to denote doubt, approval, definiteness or uncertainty. 

v. Recognise discourse markers to know when the lecturer is listing 

points, contrasting ideas; showing cause and effect or 

emphasising. 

 

Group the following connectives into their respective discourse markers 

to show how they relate between ideas: So is, however, in like manner, 

therefore, but,' firstly, in order to, moreover, thus, again, therefore, 

nevertheless, secondly, in spite of that, similarly, because, as a result of, 
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Activity 9.1 then, while, hence. You can tabulate the- markers.  

vi. Follow the sequence of the message. Your identification of the 

structure of the lecture will assist you in this regard. 

vii. Understand the relationship between details and main points. 

Since details elaborate and are controlled and limited by the key 

words in the lecturer's topic sentences, do not record them. (the 

details) 

viii. Recognise when the same idea is repeated in different words. 

Remember that good lecturers employ reasonably the use of the 

redundancy devices. 

ix. Use familiar abbreviations. They enable you to take quick notes 

and keep pace with the lecturer. Be consistent in your use of 

abbreviations. 

 

Activity 9.2 

Write any give abbreviations you are familiar with and indicate what 

they stand for. 

 

x. Extract only to relevant key points and record them dearly and 

briefly. You may use the content words especially nouns and a 

few verbs. 

xi. Relate what the lecturer has said to what he will say next. Find 

out how the relationship contributes to the subject being 

discussed. 

xii. Be sensitive to grammatical elements such as modals, verbs-tense 

and agreement, adverbs of frequency, relatives and connectives. 

These elements alert you to the fact that important points are 

about to be made. 

 

Activity 9.3 

Give at least four examples each of modals, adverbs of frequency, 

relatives and clause introduces and put them in complete sentences. If 

you are in doubt; ask your lecturer. 

 

xiii. Note the essential graphic aids which contribute to your 

understanding of the message. 

xiv. Ask questions to clear any doubt or confusion if you have the 

opportunity. Cross-check what you noted with the answers to 

your questions. 

xv. Review your notes later to dot your "i" and cross your "t". You 

Might even have to modify them as a result of further discussions 

on them. 
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Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have discussed the nature and characteristics 

of note-taking from an oral discourse. You have been taught how to 

distinguish the demands of notes to be taken from oral text from those 

taken from printed material. You have also discussed the essential points 

to be considered before taking quality notes during academic discourse. 

Finally, you learnt about the tested strategies of adequate preparation, 

recognition and understanding of lecturer's style, the key points, very 

important supporting ideas, discourse markers, functional grammatical 

elements and what to put down, cross-checked and reviewed. 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 9.1 (tests Learning Outcome 9.1) 

What are the components of Note-taking? 

SAQ 9.2 (tests Learning Outcome 9.2) 

While taking notes during an academic discourse, what are those pieces 

of information that have been seen to aid retention and recall?   

SAQ 9.3 (tests Learning Outcome 9.3) 

List four strategies for extracting and writing notes during lectures. 
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Study Session 10 

Teaching Listening Comprehension in a 

Foreign Language 

Introduction 
In this session, you will be discussing the need to teach listening 

comprehension in a foreign language. You will also be talking about the 

nature of listening comprehension in a foreign language. You will also be 

learning strategies for teaching listening comprehension in a foreign 

language and lastly, you will exploring practical suggestions for listening 

improvement programmes.   

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

10.1 identify the need to teach listening comprehension in a foreign 

language 

10.2 discuss the nature of listening comprehension in a foreign 

language 

10.3 outline strategies for teaching listening comprehension in a 

foreign language 

10.4 explore practical suggestions for listening improvement 

programmes 

10.1 Establishing the Need to Teach Listening 

Comprehension in a Foreign Language 
Since our focus in this session is to highlight the demands of teaching 

listening comprehension in a foreign language and help our students plan 

suitable, systematic training programmes, we will want to first establish a 

need for, examining possible listening comprehension problems their 

children manifest before determining the appropriate needed training 

programmes. 

Being pupils, who must learn other subjects .in the curriculum through 

the medium of English; members of a society who must use English as an 

official language; Nigerians who must benefit from television and radio 

programmes; and human beings who must interact with other people 

outside their immediate environment; it will be necessary to train these 

young ones in the art of listening successfully. 
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10.1.1 Listening Comprehension Problems that Pupils 

have 

Most of the problems the school children have in listening to oral 

discourse in a foreign language stem from their partial proficiency in all 

the components of English language but there are still other general 

manifestations which include:  

a. Non-familiarity with the English culture which exerts great 

influence on the overall understanding of English discourse. 

b. Lack of knowledge of the phonological, lexical, syntactic and 

semantic properties of English. 

c. The unfamiliar use of familiar English words and phrase 

d. Inability to identify the topic of a conversation and inability to 

make immediate relevant reply. 

e. Processing of incoming speech in meaningful chunks. 

f. In-appropriate application of background knowledge leading to 

misinterpretation or total silence. 

10.2 The Nature of Listening Comprehension in a 

Foreign Language 
Similar to our discussion in session four, listening comprehension in a 

foreign language (English in Nigeria) involves the levels of recognition 

and selection. 

10.2.1 The Recognition Level 

To comprehend English utterances successfully, the pupils must be able 

to identify words, phrases and sentences which are structurally 

interrelated. Secondly, such recognition must be automatic before they 

can reproduce and respond. The recognition level subsumes perception 

and interpretation of the signals. 

10.2.2 The Selection Level 

Selection is the art of drawing out the speaker's or self’s purpose for 

listening. It also involves selection of facts from utterances that can be 

held in memory in order to relate it to other situations later. If a pupil's 

selection level is poor, he will not be able to absorb much at a time. He 

therefore misses the point of what he has heard. In addition, he 

misinterprets high-information items. Consequently, he misses the 

teacher's, parent's or speaker’s important information and renders useless 

the purpose of the communication act. From our previous discussion. It is 

pertinent to mention the role of retention. 

Retention is the recall of what is listened to. It is manifested in reaction 

'and response verbally or non-verbally. A communication act is 

incomplete without a form of response. 
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 ITQ 

Question 

……. is the recall of what is listened to. 

A. Selection 

B. Recognition 

C. Retention 

D. Attention 

Feedback 

The correct answer is C. 

Retention is the recall of what is listened to. 

10.3 Strategies for teaching Listening 

Comprehension in a Foreign Language 

10.3.1 Need for Training 

There is need for training the, pupils at the recognition level and much 

practice in selection from streams of sounds. Training in recognition must 

start with graded and well-designed aural materials. The skills to be 

developed must be embedded streams of speech the pupils are familiar 

with and that they can quickly react to: 

a. Asking questions at appropriate times to clarify points not 

genuinely understood rather than as ways to find faults. 

b. Identifying the speaker's developmental techniques so as to be 

able to follow his train of thought and general structure of the 

message. 

c. Withholding evaluation of the message until the speaker has 

finished. Remember that you cannot dictate the procedure the 

speaker should adopt. The proper place for his examples, 

illustrations and elaborations cannot be fixed by you. 

d. Repressing the tendency to respond emotionally to what the 

speaker says. Concentrate on the message and not on the 

emotionally-laden words. 

e. Building your vocabulary as much as possible. This suggestion 

will enable you to have meaningful associations for the word 

symbols generally and be able to understand what the speaker is 

saying particularly. 

f. Practising purposeful listening by engaging in conversational, 

appreciational, critical and exploratory listening. This you can 

achieve by deliberately listening to music, plays, poetry, 

broadcasts (news, special, current affairs) commentaries, debates, 

house and court proceedings. 
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Activity 10.1 

Compare two speech events you listened to recently and state why you 

think one is more rewarding than the other. In which of the two did you 

detect some elements of bias or distortion? 

10.4 Practical Suggestions for Listening 

Improvement Programmes 
Having discovered the listening comprehension problems your students 

or your untrained mates have, the next step is to devise well-defined, 

properly planned developmental programmes that will not only correct or 

change undesirable listening habits but also will develop active, 

profitable listening. Here are a few suggestions for carrying out such 

programmes. 

i. Analyze the materials that are meant to be listened to. Each one 

must have its special purpose. Some recorded programmes may 

be devised to correct certain undesirable attitudes while others 

may be all out to improve ability to listen for own ideas, relevant 

details or just mere examples. Yet another set of programmes 

may be set at improving students language proficiency, ability to 

detect falsehood, bias and misrepresentation. Yet others can be 

planned to help listeners to note paralinguistic cues in particular 

speeches or make inferences from what speakers have said. 

Recorded or live presentation of oral reports, 'complex directions, 

discussion sessions, broadcasts, newspaper editorials, newscasts, 

musical lyrics and dictation of graded passages will serve as good 

examples. You can start from simple stories to very complex 

discourse. 

ii. Relate what subjects hear and understand with, what they read. In 

other words, ensure that recordings relate to your subjects 

interests, vacations and professions. 

iii. Record lectures on tapes and ask subjects to take notes from 

them. Ask students to exchange notes and discuss omission and 

other note-taking problems. 

iv. Make listening sessions lively and rewarding by encouraging 

every member of the group  to participate actively and 

willingly. 

v. Analyze respondents' errors and correct them without prejudice. 

Repeat exercises to encourage self-analysis and correction. 

vi. Serve as facilitator and not as a dictator. Allow individuals to 

express their personal views and opinions while other 

participants listen and contribute. 

vii. Watch out for personality problems and correct or modify them 

promptly and maturely. 

viii. Give adequate exercises and monitor progress. Devise 

programmes that will suit individuals and communication 

situations. 
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ix. Evaluate subjects' performances, appreciate their improvement 

and encourage individuals to carry out independent improvement 

efforts. 

 ITQ 

Question 

The following are practical suggestions for listening improvement 

programmes except ….. 

A. Give adequate exercises and monitor progress 

B. Serve as facilitator and dictator. 

C. Analyze the materials that are meant to be listened to. 

D. Relate what subjects hear and understand with, what they read 

Feedback 

The correct answer is B. 

Option A, C and D are practical suggestions for listening improvement 

programmes. A practical suggestion for listening improvement 

programmes would be to serve as facilitator and NOT a dictator. 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have learnt practical solutions and discussed 

tested strategies for identifiable listening comprehension problems in 

learners – the primary or junior secondary school pupils, who are not 

only use English as a second language but also have not been adequately 

exposed to the use of English.  

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 10.1 (tests Learning Outcome 10.1) 

List three listening comprehension problems that pupils have. 

SAQ 10.2 (tests Learning Outcome 10.2) 

How important is the selection level to teaching listening comprehension 

in a foreign language? 

SAQ 10.3 (tests Learning Outcome 10.3) 

List four strategies for teaching listening comprehension in a foreign 

language. 

SAQ 10.4 (tests Learning Outcome 10.4) 

Outline four practical suggestions for listening improvement 

programmes. 
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Study Session 11 

Effective Listening: Understanding 

Rumours 

Introduction 
Up to now, our discussion has been on how to effectively listen to a 

variety of formal and informal oral communications with little or no 

element of bias but, since the listener is part of the society in which he 

lives, he/she cannot totally insulate himself/herself from some certain 

natural occurrences such as propaganda and rumour mongering. It is in 

the light of this inevitability that we include these important topics in this 

course. 

In this session, you will be considering rumours as a form of informal 

oral communication. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

11.1 define rumours 

11.2 outline the characteristics of rumours 

11.3 state the law or rumour 

11.4 discuss the classification of rumours 

11.5 describe the effects of rumours 

11.6 outline strategies for checking rumours 

In Nigeria, rumours and their effects are experienced in offices; they 

circulate on campuses, among government functionaries, in the army, in 

towns and villages. In fact, rumours are almost everywhere. 

The trained listener is supposed to be a better, more efficient 

communicator. His formal training should prepared him/her not only to 

identify elements of bias and falsehood -in any speech communication, 

but also to enable him to analyze and evaluate such communications so 

that their harmful effects on the society will be reduced drastically. 

Let us now examine what rumours, their characteristics and their effects 

are so that the effective listener may know how they can he analyzed and 

their spread checked. 
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11.1 Defining Rumour 
A biased communication is a special type of communication with 

malicious Intent. It is often consciously developed by an originator and 

passed on to other people. Rumours are however, a form of biased 

communication which may or may not be transmitted with malicious 

intent. Rumours are statements of inference about self, friends, 

government policies, people and international relations. A rumour is 

according to (Allport and Postman 1947 in Barker 1971) a specific or 

topical proposition for belief, passed along from person to person, usually 

word of mouth, without secure standards of evidence being present. A 

rumour therefore, is a statement based on inference and not statement of 

observation. 

You must have been a victim of rumours at one time or another. You 

have either originated a statement without proof of evidence and passed it 

on or heard a second-hand report of another person's observation and 

transmitted it along. Examples abound of unfounded news of coup d’etat, 

deaths of prominent Nigerians, increase in petroleum products etc. There 

are other rumours circulating within the local community. You most often 

helplessly listen to these pieces of biased information and are worried 

about them. 

11.1.1 Causes of Rumours 

1. Rumours are caused by degeneration of human relations in a 

community, within an organisation and between the government 

and the governed. 

2. Another identifiable cause of rumours is traceable to the wide 

communication gap between management and the employees (in 

all forms of employment). 

3. When people want something good or beneficial to happen or 

desire a solution to a problem, they fabricate and circulate 

rumours. 

 ITQ 

Question 

The following are causes of rumours except ….. 

A. degeneration of human relations 

B. wide communication gap between management and the 

employees 

C. improvement in human relations 

D. When people want something good or beneficial to happen 

Feedback 

The correct answer is C.  

Improvement in human relations will not cause a rumour. 

Option A, B and D are all true for rumour causes. 
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11.2 General Characteristics of Rumours 
Barker (1971) lists the characteristics of rumours. These range from the 

descriptive to the generalized. These include among others the fact that: 

a. Their transmission begins as -facts- but their qualifying 

statements drop out later when information is transmitted serially. 

b. Their contents deal with people and events at personal, national 

and international levels. 

c. They mayor may not be transmitted consciously with malicious 

intent.  

d. They contain elements of ambiguity in that there is no sufficient 

information to ascertain their truth. 

e. They exist when the public feels a need for information or 

believes a problem exists which needs to be explained or solved. 

f. They may have some element of truth, which few people bother 

to check.  

g. They mayor may not affect the health or happiness of anyone. 

h. They tend to run in cycles i.e. they may not but after some time 

old ones are revived and given “new life” 

i. They usually contain elements of current interest value or are 

specific and topical. 

j. Their initiators are not experts as regards the subject matter 

involved so that verifying it is often a difficult task. In other 

words, no medical doctor will originate a rumour about the death 

of an important personality or the outbreak of an epidemic 

without first ascertaining the veracity of the statement. 

11.3 Allport and Postman Law of Rumour 
Based on their observation and research, Allport and Postman expressed 

the law of rumour as follows: 

(R ~ x a) where 

R -  stands for rumour in circulation as varying with 

i  - importance of the subject to the individuals' 

x - times 

a -  ambiguity of the evidence pertaining to the topic at issue. 

 Simply put, the law stipulates that the amount of rumour in 

circulation will vary according to the importance of the subject to the 

individual concerned multiplied by the ambiguity of the evidence 

pertaining to the topic at issue. In other words, a rumour about total 

cancellation of petrol subsidy accompanied by substantial amount of 

ambiguity is likely to gain currency among the citizenry because higher 

prices of petrol products will affect the life of many Nigerians whatever 

their calling or profession. Most people, on hearing the rumour, will 

spread it fast without bothering about the source, the truth or falsity of the 

statement but an effective listener will critically examine the stal8ment, 
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and subject it to a series of investigations before accepting or rejecting it 

is its entirety. 

11.4 Classification of Rumours 
Psychologists and sociologists through their studies of and interactions 

with human beings have classified rumours into four major types based 

on time, subject, motive and social effect. 

1. By Time 

These are rumours which occur by speed or other temporal 

aspects: Such rumours occurs during crises or other emergencies. 

For example, when a nation is experiencing very hard times, 

rumours of Coups can easily fly about because people anticipate 

a take-over of government in order that their suffering might be 

assuaged if not totally eliminated. Another good example of 

instant rumours is that of victory or mass defeat during civil or 

international wars. Rumours can go round about the loss of 

unspecified number of soldiers, civilians and weapons. 

Other characteristics of instant rumours are (i) their gradual or 

slow beginning and later picking up of their speed. (ii) Others 

might almost full blown (iii) yet others may begin, then lose 

momentum and later reappear. An effective listener should be 

aware of these elements in such rumours so that he may place 

them in their proper positions and know how to deal with them 

appropriately. 

2. By Subject Matter 

Some rumours are identified by the subject matter they deal with. 

Examples include (a) epidemics (death cholera, rinderpest, 

typhoid, cerebral meningitis, ritual killings) (b) lifestyles 

(bribery, extravagance, discrimination, wanton destruction etc). 

especially of governments, government officials, soldiers and a 

few individuals in the society (c) securities (raids, invasions and 

clashes especially across the borders and boundaries) (d) social 

malaise¬ beginning rumours about the deaths of important 

personalities (musicians, traditional rulers, statesmen or other 

public figures) 

3. By Motive 

Certain rurnours have motives underlining them. Such motives 

may reflect fear, hostility or desire of the initiators of the 

rumours. Examples of this kind are found in offices, factories, 

campuses and other places of work where their initiators spread 

rurnours on leave bonus, salary adjustment, new appointments, 

retrenchments, closures, boycott of lectures or strikes etc. To 

detect the source of or truth in such rumours will require the 

listener's investigating the motives behind the rurnours. 

4. By Social Effects 

Some rumours have social consequences attached to their spread. 

Some may be beneficial to most people concerned while some 

may be dangerous, harmful or even indifferent. You would recall 

the social effects of the rumours that generated and circulated 
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around increase in school or accommodation fees, the mc issue, 

the creation of states and local governments etc. 

 ITQ 

Question 

Epidemics like cholera are examples of rumours based on ….. 

A. Time  

B. Subject matter 

C. Motive  

D. Social effect  

Feedback 

The correct answer is B. 

Examples of rumours based on subject matter include epidemics,  

lifestyles of governments, government officials, soldiers and a few 

individuals in the society, securities issues, social malaise -beginning 

rumours about the deaths of important personalities. 

11.5 Effects of Rumours 
a. Rumours dissipate energy of people engaged in them. This leads 

to loss of man-hours and wastage or resources. 

b. Rumours generate grievances; strain relationships and can 

destroy an indi¬vidual, an organization, community or even the 

government of a country. 

c. Rumours can lower morale of workers and cause a decline in 

productivity.  

d. Rumours, however, can cause the discontinuation of an 

unpopular policy, decision or proposal. 

11.6 Effective Procedure for Checking Rumours 
We have just discussed the undesirable effects of rumour on the society 

generally and on an organization in particular but the effective listener 

can do a lot to check the spread of rumours and thereby forestall the 

havoc rumours cause to the communication machinery in a community, 

an organization and a nation. 

In order to combat rumours effectively,  

a) the listener must ensure that it is an actual rumour having placed 

it before the characteristics we earlier listed above,  

b) Once it has been established that the rumour is a statement based 

on inference, and not based on observation, he should then find 

out the source of what he has just heard.  

c) If for instance; the active listener can identify the source of the 

rumour he should then investigate directly from the originator 

how valid the subject of the rumour is.  

d) The listener will later determine the consequences of the rumour 

for himself and other people involved. As we earlier indicated, 
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the rumour may have inflicted harm on the victim or it may not 

have been of any effect. The search for the factual basis should 

continue if considerable harm is or will be done to anyone but if 

the rumour has had or will not have any effect on the society, the 

trained listener may allow it to die.  

e) If the rumour has a motive behind it, the listener should assess 

the contributing factors of the motives are questionable, pure, 

ulterior or reproachable. The outcome of his search will 

determine his next step.  

f) In cases, the motives cannot be easily ascertained, the effective 

listener should interview people who can give enough 

information about or an insight into the subject in order to obtain 

proof of evidence on the critical elements in the rumour. 

For example, if there were a rumour about the arrest of a social 

elite or a prominent public figure at home or abroad, motives of 

questionable life style, extravagance, wickedness, ostentation, 

jealousy, blackmail or hatred may be ascribed or even 

established. 

In short, a good listener can minimize or eliminate the damage rumours 

can cause in a society if the rumours and the critical elements in them are 

discovered early enough, properly investigated, disproved and end their 

spread. 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have learnt about rumours, characteristics of 

rumours and Allport and Postman’s law of rumour. You have also been 

taught about the different classes of rumours, effects of rumours and 

strategies on how to combat rumours effectively. 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 11.1 (tests Learning Outcome 11.1) 

What is a rumour? 

SAQ 11.2 (tests Learning Outcome 11.2) 

List three characteristics of a rumour. 

SAQ 11.3 (tests Learning Outcome 11.3) 

State the law of rumour. 

SAQ 11.4 (tests Learning Outcome 11.4) 
Classify rumours broadly  

SAQ 11.5 (tests Learning Outcome 11.5) 
Outline three effects of rumours. 

 

SAQ 11.6 (tests Learning Outcome 11.6) 
Outline three strategies for combating rumours effectively.  
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Study Session 12 

Effective Listening: Recognizing 

Propaganda 

Introduction 
In the previous session, you learnt about rumours, which is a form of 

biased communication. By now, you should have listened to one or two 

rumours flying about and hopefully, you might have been able to identify 

not only their sources but also the motives of their originators. In this 

session, you will be examining another form of biased communication 

you experience in discussion groups. It is called a propaganda. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

12.1 define propaganda 

12.2 outline the characteristics of a propaganda 

12.3 discuss the classification of propaganda 

12.4 state the effects of propagandas 

12.5 describe practical ways of identifying propagandas 

12.6 explain the control of the negative effects of a propaganda 

12.1 What is Propaganda? 
Propaganda is a systematic control or manipulation of opinion, beliefs; 

and attitude by means of significant communication symbols. 

It is a form of communication with a definite built-in bias, which is 

consciously developed and transmitted by the originators of the massage. 

Propaganda comes to us in many forms including stories deliberately 

composed and told to influence the listener's behavior; rumours that are 

fabricated and circulated to stir the public; reports intentionally compiled 

and written to shake their audiences pictures designed and presented to 

fascinate and change victims attitudes; advertisements specifically 

developed to move their listeners into action and speeches that cannot 

only incite but also modify people’s beliefs and opinions. 

From the foregoing you will notice that propaganda is inevitable in the 

society. It is not limited to a particular stratum in the community. You 

will also discover that propaganda is not necessarily evil but can as well 
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be beneficial. If therefore, something is as noteworthy and inevitable as 

propaganda is, in studying it not a worthwhile endeavour? Certainly, it is. 

12.2 Characteristics of Propaganda 
Rumours and propaganda have a lot in common. Apart from being two 

forms of biased communication, they seek to persuade their audience and 

contain certain underlying motives. Both of them can be positively and 

negatively used. 

But propaganda has some additional characteristics which include:  

a. Excessive use of emotional appeals to achieve a desired goal e.g. 

political campaign broadcasts, radio and television 

advertisements etc. 

b. Deliberate Politicians' distortions, slanted news analysis and 

editorials; lies of foreign powers and at times domestic 

"diplomatic cover ups". Examples of these abound in some 

special broadcasts to sell government policies and ideas to the 

populace; news analysis on certain club, association party of 

government programmes and activities like the evils in 

communism, the benefits to be derived from SAP, NYSC, NDE 

c. Effective use of the mass media - face to face or electronic for the 

listener print or visual means for the reader. This involves the use 

of the radio and T.V. (news, plays, current affairs, and other 

entertainment programmes, the cinema, songs, music and the 

video cassettes 

d. Mobilization of the populace to promote and develop personal 

interests of that of the community or the nation. Campaigns 

against eradication of certain diseases; promotion of healthy 

environment, family planning, MAMSER and WAI are a few 

examples. 

e. Capability of thriving on rumours. Once a propagandist knows a 

rumour is flying about, he uses propaganda devices either to 

counter the rumour or, in a few cases, confirm it. The OIC, 

cancellation of petrol subsidy, success, of failure of transition 

programme and creation of more states are a few issues that lend 

themselves to the manifestation of this feature. 

f. Difficulty of detection as a result of the amount of empirical 

research reasoning and sophistication to be required in the 

detection of propagandistic devices involved. 

g. Clear definition of goals and objectives and near accurate 

analysis of the target audience. Propaganda requires a lot of 

planning in order to make the desired impact on its audience, at 

the right time and through the appropriate channel. Consider the 

media and the timing of certain broadcasts, analysis and 

announcements. 
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 ITQ 

Question 

The following are characteristics of a propaganda except …… 

A. Clear definition of goals and objectives 

B. Effective use of the mass media 

C. Easy detection 

D. Capability of thriving on rumours. 

Feedback 

The correct answer is C. 

Options A, B and D are true for characteristics of a propaganda. 

Propagandas are DIFFICULT to detect not EASY to detect. 

12.3 Classification of Propaganda 
Although our concern in this lecture is to alert listeners to the nature and 

techniques of propaganda through the oral medium, our discussion on 

classification will cut across oral and written and our focus will be on the 

purpose of the originator. 

¬Folarin (1988) classifies propaganda into six: 

agitation  - integration 

soft core  - hard core 

conformist  - radical 

political  - sociological 

vertical  - horizontal. 

But since it is not within the scope of this lecture to explain the six in 

detail, we shall limit ourselves to brief explanation of each of the six 

pairs. 

First and foremost, the primary purpose of propaganda is to convince the 

listener about the content of the subject of the message. The method can 

be just to change people's point of view (soft core) or to get them 

committed to a course or action. The propagandist may be seeking 

listener's resentment or agreement; conformity or rebellion. Depending 

on what his goal is, he may employ rational or irrational means. 

If he is rational, he will appeal to the intelligence, the reasoning of the 

audience but if he decides to be irrational in his approach,-he resorts to 

emotion and dirty tricks by exploiting myths such as racial, tribal, ethnic 

superiority, hereditary or oratory to achieve his objective. Broadcasts 

from both sides of the divide during the Nigerian Civil War illustrate this. 

Some propaganda can be classified as either political or sociological. 

Political propaganda aims at using its processes and techniques to 

influence public opinions, attitudes and behaviours. It seeks to win allies, 

seeks commitment from neutrals and puts the opponents at a 

disadvantage. It can be used by any form of government - military or 
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civilian, democratice or totalitarian. Consider the broadcasts of the 

various nationalists’ movements across the continent of Africa and 

especially the different accounts the world was treated to during the 

Gulf¬ War Jan-April, 1991. 

Sociological propaganda uses existing political structure - democratic, 

socialist or communist to make a social or economic ideology penetrate 

the masses - Good examples of such propaganda are those on SAP and 

NDE in Nigeria, the Prest¬voika and Glassnolt in the former USSR. 

As to the line of diffusion or dissemination, propaganda can be vertical or 

horizontal. When it is vertical, it originates from the superior leader, 

someone in position of authority to the crowd below, i.e. the government 

to the governed; from the employer to the employee etc. Horizontal 

propaganda occurs among people of equal rank. Such propaganda will be 

one that seeks conformity or integration; resentment or rebellion. It 

thrives on groups’ dynamism.  

12.4 Effect of Propaganda 
Propaganda exerts more effect on the listener than rumours. While it may 

be easy to dismiss a rumour especially when itis picked from a gossip or 

a mean source, it may be difficult not to be influenced by a propaganda 

especially when it emanates from a powerful medium of communication 

like the radio or television set but the following effects or consequences 

of propaganda have been identified. 

1. Man can be destroyed by pervasive propaganda, however subtle 

it may be. 

2. Propaganda can cause psychological disorientation and emotional 

disequilibrium 

3. Propaganda is injurious to the cause of personal and corporate 

development. 

4. But propaganda as a tool for domestic and external relations can 

bring great benefits to the individual and the nation as a whole.  

12.5 Practical Ways of identifying Propaganda 
There are many ways by which the trained listener can recognise and 

analyse propaganda. They encompass in essence the understanding of the 

content of propaganda and. the various devises propagandists use. 

 ITQ 

Question 

____________ is the act of telling only part of a story when the whole 

story is known to the originator alone. 

A. Card stacking 

B. Hast generalizations 

C. Name calling 

D. Half truths 
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Feedback 

The correct answer is D. 

Half truths is the act of telling only part of a story when the whole story 

is known to the originator alone. 

1. Examine the audience to whom the propaganda is directed.  

The following expressions are helpful. 

"Fellow countrymen, dear colleagues, brothers and sisters, ladies 

and gentlemen, dear patriots/comrades!" 

  "Good people of…………………. State" 

Can't you remember the introduction and the body of the various 

broadcasts after election rigging of the 1983 and nullification of 

election of some governors in 1992?. 

2. Analyse the content of the message. 

What is it about? is there any hidden motive? 

Is the topic general is it specific? Does it have value for you, your 

family or the society? 

3. Examine the purpose of the information.  

Find out the speaker's real purpose. Is it to benefit self, his group, 

or the general public or both? If it is self or originator's group, 

then it is propaganda. 

4. Try and find the sources of the information.  

Can you discover particular affiliation? Is the vocabulary used 

peculiar to a particular person, Party or group of people? Are 

there omissions, additions tilting, distortion, over or under-

emphasis? 

5. Note the devices used. Most propaganda has the following 

elements in them. 

a. Half-Truths: This is the act of telling only part of a story 

when the whole story is known to the originator alone. In 

other words, the propagandist has eliminated the basic 

elements in the message. 

b. Card Stacking: This is intentional manipulation of 

evidence in order to support positions held by the 

propagandist. A good example is found in the statement 

about "rising prices of cars" which the propagandist of 

passage B used to support government spending of N500 

million on the army car project. 

c. Hasty Generalization: Is the taking of a small fact and 

blowing it into a large implication to justify the 

propagandist stand. In other words, it is a propagandist 

who will use a single study to generalise its findings to a 

large population. 

 

 

 

 

 

 ITQ 
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Question 

…… is intentional manipulation of evidence in order to support 

positions held by the propagandist. 

A. Card stacking 

B. Hasty generalizations 

C. Name calling 

D. Half truths 

Feedback 

The correct answer is A. 

Card stacking is intentional manipulation of evidence in order to support 

positions held by the propagandist. 

d. Name Calling: is the use of nick names which have 

unfavourable connotations to attack personality. You can 

still remember the use of "moneybags" "emergency 

contractors" "arm chair critics" etc. to describe some 

people in the society especially by the government. 

e. Transfer: refers to the art of transferring positive 

attributes identified in one person to the propagandist 

cause. 

f. Dynamite Words: is the use of emotionally laden words 

that can cause signal reactions. "disgruntled and power 

chasers", "Cabal", "Saboteurs", "extremists" are stock-in-

trade of propagandists. 

g. Bandwagon: is a propaganda device used to coax 

someone into doing something he does not want to do by 

saying “after all every other member of the group is 

selling her products for such and such price.” 

 ITQ 

Question 

……. is the taking of a small fact and blowing it into a large implication 

to justify the propagandist stand. 

A. Card stacking 

B. Hasty generalization 

C. Name calling 

D. Half truths 

Feedback 

The correct answer is B. 

Hasty generalization is the taking of a small fact and blowing it into a 

large implication to justify the propagandist stand. 
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12.6 Control of Negative Effects of Propaganda 
The best ways to control the negative effects of propaganda on the 

listeners include: 

i. Critical listening to recognize content and motives 

ii. Recognition of the devices used in the propaganda to defect 

purpose and impact. 

iii. Evaluation of its appeal's, interest, needs and desires. 

iv. Repression of the negative effects as much as possible. 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you discussed the concept of propagandas. Itis 

essentially a biased communication which can be positively or 

negatively used by the ruling elite to mobilise populace to promote 

development or develop personal interests. It contains some underlying 

motives and uses the mass media as its channel of transmission. It uses 

certain devices that the trained listener can identify. The negative effects 

of propaganda can be suppressed or minimised only when proper 

analysis and evaluation of the content, purpose and motives have been 

carried out. 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 12.1 (tests Learning Outcome 12.1) 

What is a propanganda? 

SAQ 12.2 (tests Learning Outcome 12.2) 

List four characteristics of Propanganda. 

SAQ 12.3 (tests Learning Outcome 12.3) 

Classify propanganda 

SAQ 12.4 (tests Learning Outcome 12.4) 

State two effects of propangandas 

SAQ 12.5 (tests Learning Outcome 12.5) 

List two devices used in propangandas. 

SAQ 12.6 (tests Learning Outcome 12.6) 

How do you control the negative effects of propangandas? 
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Study Session 13 

Guidelines to Improving Active Listening 

Skills 

Introduction 
In this session, you will be learning how to improve your active listening 

skills and ways to ensure you are listening to what you are hearing. You 

will also be discussing steps to ensure your active participation in the 

listening process and guidelines to developing active listening skills. 

Lastly, you will end this session by talking about principles of listening 

during conflict resolution. 

Learning Outcomes 

 

Outcomes 

When you have studied this session, you should be able to: 

13.1 improve active listening skills 

13.2 identify ways to ensure you are listening to what you are 

hearing 

13.3 take steps to ensure active participation in the listening process 

13.4 apply the guidelines to developing active listening skills 

13.5 state principles of listening during conflict resolution 

13.1 Improving Active Listening Skills 
1. Make Eye Contact: Lack of eye contact may be interpreted as 

disinterest or disapproval. Making eye contact with the speaker 

focuses attention, reduces the chance of distraction, and is 

encouraging to the speaker. 

2. Exhibit Affirmative Nods and Appropriate Facial Expressions: 

The effective listener shows signs of being interested in what is 

said through nonverbal signs. Together with good eye contact, 

non-verbal expressions convey active listening. 

3. Avoid Distracting Actions or Gestures: Do not look at other 

people, play with pens or pencils, shuffle papers, or the like. 

These activities make the speaker feel like the listener is not 

interested in what is being said. 

4. Ask Questions: Questioning helps ensure clarification of what the 

speaker is saying, facilitates understanding, and lets the speaker 

know that the listener is engaged. 
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5. Paraphrase: Paraphrasing means restating what the individual has 

said in different words. This technique allows the listener to 

verify that the message was received correctly. 

6. Avoid Interrupting the Speaker: Allow the speaker to complete 

his or her thought before responding, and do not anticipate what 

he/she will say. 

7. Do Not Talk Too Much: Talking is easier than listening intently 

to someone else. An active listener recognizes that it is 

impossible to talk and listen acutely at the same time. 

ITQ 

Question 

One of these is NOT a way of  improving your listening skills. 

A. Avoiding eye contact  

B. Paraphrasing 

C. Asking Questions 

D. Exhibiting affirmative nods 

Feedback 

The correct answer is A. 

Avoiding eye contact is NOT a way of  improving your listening 

skills.  

Options B, C and D are all ways of  improving your listening 

13.2 Listen to what You are hearing 
 Avoid selective listening 

Listen to what is said, not to what you want to hear. Hear the 

speaker out to the end, rather than assuming you know what is in 

his or her mind. 

 Listen for the context  

A statement out of context can take on a different meaning. So it 

is important to probe for understanding of context before 

continuing the discussion. 

 Separate fact from propaganda 

You may be willing to be persuaded by the speaker’s argument, 

but it should be your choice. Learn to separate fact from opinion. 

 Listen for the speaker’s feelings and control your own emotions 

Disregarded emotions will escalate, and can turn a discussion 

into an argument. Acknowledge feelings before responding to the 

words. Control your own emotions, and consciously choose how 

you will respond to someone pushing your ‘hot button’. 

 Recognize male/female differences in speaking styles 

Study the communication style of the opposite sex, and use your 

understanding of the differences to raise the level and clarity of 

communication. 
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ITQ 

Question 

One of the following is a way of ensuring that you are listening to 

what you are hearing. 

A. Disregard the speaker’s feelings and lose your own 

emotions 

B. Listen for criticism or advising 

C. Be a selective listener 

D. Separate fact from propaganda 

Feedback 

The correct answer is D. 

Option D is a way of ensuring that you are listening to what you are 

hearing. 

13.3 Take an Active Part in the Listening Process 
 The art of questioning 

When you need more details than the speaker is giving, ask 

appropriate questions. Use open-ended questions to broaden the 

discussion, closed-ended ones for confirmation of facts. 

 Non-verbal cues 

Words are just part of the message. Pay attention to body 

language and tone of voice. If they don’t agree, often the 

nonverbal cues contain the real message. 

 Acknowledgement and feedback 

Use gestures and comments to let the speaker know you are 

listening. This will encourage the flow of information. 

 Reflective listening 

When clarity is essential and the message is vague, restate it in 

terms that reflect your understanding. This gives the speaker an 

opportunity to confirm your understanding or, alternatively, make 

the point more clearly. 

13.4 Guidelines to developing Active Listening Skills 
1. Stop Talking 

“If we were supposed to talk more than we listen, we would have 

two tongues and one ear.” Mark Twain. 

Don't talk, listen.  When somebody else is talking listen to what 

they are saying, do not interrupt, talk over them or finish their 

sentences for them.  Stop, just listen.  When the other person has 

finished talking you may need to clarify to ensure you have 

received their message accurately. 

2. Prepare Yourself to Listen 

Relax.  Focus on the speaker.  Put other things out of mind.  The 

human mind is easily distracted by other thoughts – what’s for 

lunch, what time do I need to leave to catch my train, is it going 
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to rain – try to put other thoughts out of mind and concentrate on 

the messages that are being communicated. 

3. Put the Speaker at Ease 

Help the speaker to feel free to speak.  Remember their needs and 

concerns.  Nod or use other gestures or words to encourage them 

to continue.  Maintain eye contact but don’t stare – show you are 

listening and understanding what is being said. 

4. Remove Distractions 

Focus on what is being said: don’t doodle, shuffle papers, look 

out the window, pick your fingernails or similar. Avoid 

unnecessary interruptions.  These behaviours disrupt the listening 

process and send messages to the speaker that you are bored or 

distracted. 

5. Empathise 

Try to understand the other person’s point of view.  Look at 

issues from their perspective.  Let go of preconceived ideas.  By 

having an open mind we can more fully empathise with the 

speaker.  If the speaker says something that you disagree with 

then wait and construct an argument to counter what is said but 

keep an open mind to the views and opinions of others.   

6. Be Patient 

A pause, even a long pause, does not necessarily mean that the 

speaker has finished.  Be patient and let the speaker continue in 

their own time, sometimes it takes time to formulate what to say 

and how to say it.  Never interrupt or finish a sentence for 

someone. 

7. Avoid Personal Prejudice 

Try to be impartial.  Don't become irritated and don't let the 

person’s habits or mannerisms distract you from what they are 

really saying.  Everybody has a different way of speaking - some 

people are for example more nervous or shy than others, some 

have regional accents or make excessive arm movements, some 

people like to pace whilst talking - others like to sit still.  Focus 

on what is being said and try to ignore styles of delivery.  

8. Listen to the Tone 

Volume and tone both add to what someone is saying.  A good 

speaker will use both volume and tone to their advantage to keep 

an audience attentive; everybody will use pitch, tone and volume 

of voice in certain situations – let these help you to understand 

the emphasis of what is being said.  

9. Listen for Ideas – Not Just Words 

You need to get the whole picture, not just isolated bits and 

pieces.  Maybe one of the most difficult aspects of listening is the 

ability to link together pieces of information to reveal the ideas of 

others.   With proper concentration, letting go of distractions, and 

focus this becomes easier. 

10. Wait and Watch for Non-Verbal Communication 

Gestures, facial expressions, and eye-movements can all be 

important.  We don’t just listen with our ears but also with our 

eyes – watch and pick up the additional information being 

transmitted via non-verbal communication.  
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ITQ 

Question 

The following are guidelines to developing active listening skills 

except …… 

A. Try to be partial 

B. Waiting and Watching for Non-Verbal Communication 

C. Listening for Ideas and not just words 

D. Listen to the tone 

Feedback 

The correct answer is A. 

Option B, C and D are all guidelines to developing active listening 

skills. Trying to be impartial and NOT trying to be partial is a 

guideline to developing active listening skills. 

13.5 Principles of Listening in Conflict Resolution 
a. Listen with Empathy: Regardless of how wronged or hostile you 

may feel, disengage yourself from your own feelings, and listen 

with an open, receptive mind. Try to put yourself in the place of 

the other person. Picture how the situation looks from his or her 

perspective. Imagine how you and your responses sound from the 

other’s point of view. 

b. Focus on the Issues: Don’t let yourself get side tracked by 

responding to the person’s personality. Remind yourself to listen 

to what the person is saying about the particular issue involved in 

the dispute. If the conversation strays, you can ask questions to 

get the conversation back on track. 

c. Show Positive Regard and Respect for the Other Person: 

Whatever the person says, reminds yourself that you will show 

respect for each other. Acknowledge his or her anger or 

frustration. Get the discussion in back on the issue by saying 

something like: “It sounds like this situation is really upsetting to 

you. What would you like to do about it?” You might also remind 

the person about the need to deal with each other with respect by 

saying something like “I know you’ve angry, but let’s try not to 

call each other names, and let’s work on solving this problem”. In 

other words, take the high ground as you listen to try to keep 

emotions under control. Then, as soon as you can, get, talk to 

dealing constructively with the problem. 

d. Listen Attentively without Judgment: It is the best way to get to 

other person to say what he or she really thinks, and let out any 

feelings that might be getting or standing in the way of working 

out the problem. It also allows the other person to “blow of 

steam” one way to do this is simply to rod from time to time. You 

can offer occasional responses like “un, huh” or comments like; 

“Then what happened?” or “How did you feel?” such gestures 

and questions show that you’re paying attention. They also help 

create an open, non-judgment environment where the other 
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person feels free to express what he or she really thinks. Ideally, 

by modeling attentive, non-judgmental listening yourself you ‘u’ 

be able to encourage someone else to do the same. That will go a 

long way toward creating the receptive environment you need to 

come up with a productive solution to a conflict. 

e. Reflect on what you think you heard to show the other person 

you are really listening: You can do this by using your own 

words to repeat important points the other person is making. You 

might also reflect back on what you think the other person is 

feeling. The idea is to be a kind of mirror to the other person to 

show you are really listening and understanding. Yet, you’re not 

just parroting back the words. You are paraphrasing what the 

person said, and you are presenting your perception of the 

persons’ feeling. This clarifies the person’s message in your mind 

– and ensures you are not mis-hearing, because you give the 

other person a chance to correct you if you have heard anything 

wrong. 

Study Session Summary 

 

Summary 

In this Study Session, you have been taught how to improve your active 

listening skills, listen to what you are hearing and how to take an active 

part in the listening process. You have also discussed guidelines to 

developing active listening skills and principles of listening in conflict 

resolution. 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment 

SAQ 13.1 (tests Learning Outcome 13.1) 

State four steps on how to improve active listening 

SAQ 13.2 (tests Learning Outcome 13.2) 

List four ways to ensure you are listening to what you are hearing 

SAQ 13.3 (tests Learning Outcome 13.3) 

List four way to ensure active participation in the listening process 

SAQ 13.4 (tests Learning Outcome 13.4) 

List four guidelines to developing active listening skills 

SAQ 13.5 (tests Learning Outcome 13.5) 

List four principles of listening during conflict resolution. 
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Notes on Self Assessment Questions 

 

SAQ 1.1  

Listening is a communicative activity in which a person pays attention, 

receives oral stimuli, understands and interprets the message and then 

responds to the message. In other words, listening involves 'attention, 

hearing, comprehension and remembering. 

Hearing is a physical yet passive act involving the process and function 

of perceiving sound. Hearing is the reception of sound while listening is 

the attachment of meaning. Hearing is, however, a necessary prerequisite 

for listening and an important component of the listening process. 

SAQ 1.2  

Our listening may be for  

a. Interactional (Social purposes) or  

b. Transactional (Communication meant for exchange of 

information) 

SAQ 1.3 

Values of Listening efficiently include:  

a. Listening helps us to acquire knowledge, for listening is a 

language learning activity.  

b. The knowledge, we acquire through livening, is used to develop 

ourselves.  

c. Through listening, we can build our own vocabulary for many of 

our speaking and writing vocabulary items are derived from 

words we gained while listening to others.  

d. Above all, we use listening as a study method and from it carry 

out assignments and pass our examinations. 

Any three will do. 

 

SAQ 2.1  

There are five language skills in the learning process. These are: 

a. Thinking  

b. Speaking 

c. Reading 

d. Writing 

e. Listening 

SAQ 2.2  

The statement “the listener holds the "key" to the speaker's success” 

means what one transmits or passes across as a speaker, using either 
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words and/or gestures, and/or facial expressions, means little or nothing 

until it is received and responded to by the listener. 

SAQ 2.3 

Reading and listening share a lot of similarities as language arts. These 

similarities are outlined below: 

a. Listening and reading are often grouped together as the receptive 

language arts as the listener and the reader are extracting 

information. 

b. In both listening and reading, the unit 'of comprehension is the 

phrase or sentences.  

c. In both, there are natural breaks in the flow of words. Breaks are 

indicated by punctuation marks in written communication and by 

pauses and international changes in Oral discourse.  

d. Also in both, words are important entitles and their meaning are 

crucial to what one reads or listen to. 

e. In both too, there are active responses. 

f. Lastly, both listening and reading need linguistic and non-

linguistic cues and skills for effectiveness. 

SAQ 2.4 

Our listening encounters influence the ideas and the thoughts we express 

on paper when we write. The experiences we gain from listening provide 

the vocabulary, we use in our writing.  

 

SAQ 3.1 

Types of listening include:  

a. Informative listening 

b. Relationship listening 

c. Appreciative listening 

d. Critical listening  

e. Discriminative listening   

f. Passive listening  

g. Active listening 

Any 5 will do. 

Factors crucial to Critical listening include: 

a. Ethos  

b. Logos and  

c. Pathos. 

SAQ 3.2  

Active listening behaviour simply means the person is listening with a 

purpose. In other words, all the senses of the listener, as well as his 

attitudes, thinking, feeling and intuition are all geared towards purposeful 

participation in the speech act. 

SAQ 4.1  
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The components of the listening process include: 

a. Receiving 

b. Attending 

c. Understanding 

d. Responding and 

e. Remembering 

 

Factors that determine our attention include:  

a. Selectivity of attention 

b. Strength of attention 

c. Sustainment of attention 

 

SAQ 5.1 

The three factors that a listener can control include: 

a. Listener’s Background Knowledge 

b. Listener's Linguistic Competence  

c. Listener’s State of Mind 

SAQ 5.2  

Environmental factors that hinders effective listening include:  

a. Poor condition of the venue  

b. inadequate ventilation  

c. uncomfortable temperature  

d. inadequate provision of seats,  

e. inadequate lighting and  

f. noisy environment 

Any two will do. 

SAQ 5.3 

Bad habits that hinder effective listening include:  

1. Trying to listen to more than one conversation at a time 

2. Finding the communicator attractive/unattractive and paying 

more attention to how you feel about the communicator and their 

physical appearance than to what they are saying.  

3. You are not interested in the topic/issue being discussed and 

become bored. 

4. Not focusing and being easily. 

5. Feeling unwell or tired, hungry, thirsty or needing to use the 

toilet during conversation. 

6. Identifying rather than empathising.  

7. Sympathising rather than empathising. 

8. You are prejudiced or biased by race, gender, age, religion, 

accent, and/or past experiences. 

9. You have preconceived ideas or bias. 

10. Being judgemental. 
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11. Previous experiences – we are all influenced by previous 

experiences in life.  

12. Preoccupation - when we have a lot on our minds we can fail to 

listen to what is being said as we're too busy concentrating on 

what we're thinking about.  

13. Having a Closed Mind - we all have ideals and values that we 

believe to be correct and it can be difficult to listen to the views 

of others that contradict our own opinions.  

14. Sudden Changes in Topic: When the listener is distracted they 

may suddenly think about something else that is not related to the 

topic of the speaker and attempt to change the conversation to 

their new topic. 

15. Selective Listening:  This occurs when the listener thinks they 

have heard the main points or have got the gist of what the 

speaker wants to say.  They filter out what they perceive as being 

of key importance and then stop listening or become distracted.  

16. Daydreaming:  Daydreaming can occur when the listener hears 

something that sets off a chain of unrelated thoughts in their head 

– they become distracted by their ‘own world’ and adopt a ‘far-

away’ look.  

17. Advising:  Some people want to jump in early in a conversation 

and start to offer advice before they fully understand the problem 

or concerns of the speaker. 

Any five will do. 

 

SAQ 6.1 

1. Premature Consideration of a Topic as Uninteresting 

To overcome this problem, the trained listener should regard the 

topic as vital and rewarding by looking for ways in which to use 

the information gleaned from the message.  

2. Emotional involvement  

The best way to overcome this problem is to maintain a neutral 

stance and concentrated on the importance of the message.  

3. Narrow Listening  

A good listener should be guided by the nature of the message 

and mode delivery. Listening only for facts has its limitations, 

which a trained listener must recognize and guard against 

4. Lack of Concentration 

Getting motivated and interested in subjects of the oral discourse 

is the most valuable antidote against lack of concentration. 

5. Superimposition of Personal Prejudices 

A good listener will not superimpose his prejudice or conviction 

on the substance or the vital message of the speaker. 

6. Mentally Jumping Ahead of the Speaker 

It is better to fully understand a point before it is noted down.  

7. Criticism of Delivery rather than Message 

Efficient listeners listen with a view to get value for attention and 

not for fault-finding or witch-hunting. 
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SAQ 6.2 

Misconceptions that results in ineffective listening include: 

a. Listening Is Not My Problem! 

People generally believing they are better listeners than those 

around them.  

b. Listening and Hearing Are the Same 

Simply having good hearing does not make one a good listener 

c. Good Readers Are Good Listeners 

This statement is often untrue, even though both reading and 

listening depend on the translation of words into meaning. Being 

a good reader is no guarantee that you are a good listener. 

d. Smarter People Are Better Listeners 

Obviously, intelligence plays a role in a person’s capacity to 

listen but the belief that “smarter people are better listeners” is 

often false. In fact, evidence suggests that the reverse is often 

true. 

e. Listening Improves with Age 

Certainly, the capacity or ability to listen and attach appropriate 

meaning to messages improves with age and experience—at least 

in the early years and at least to some point. But although 

listening ability increases, listening performance generally 

declines at some point.  

f. Listening Skills Are Difficult to Learn 

Actually, the skills themselves are not all that difficult and initial 

progress is rapid but learning to apply the skills consistently does 

take hard work and becoming really proficient takes much time 

and practice—a lifetime to be exact.  

Any five will do. 

 

SAQ 7.1  

1. Identification and Understanding of the Subject Matter: A 

good listener must acquire the enabling skill of identifying first, 

then understanding the subject matter of an address, a talk, a 

meeting, a broadcast or a lecture. 

2. Comprehending the Factual Content: the listener should try 

and understand the factual content of the oral communication. 

3. Recognizing Supporting Details: the listener should be able to 

recognize supporting details in form, of facts, subsidiary ideas-

and possibly examples and illustrations. 

4. Analysis of Relationships: the efficient listener strives to 

analyse the relationship inherent in oral communication. 

5. Spotting Digressions: The good listener must be able to 

distinguish substance from digression. 

6. Responding to Oral Discourse: the efficient listener shouldbe 

able to respond adequately and accurately to issues that arise in 

Oral discourse in diverse communication settings. 
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7. Participating Actively in Inter-personal Communication 

Situations 

 

SAQ 7.2 

The components that are essential to the comprehension of an oral 

discourse include: 

1. The Phonological Component Skills 

2. The Syntactic Component Skill 

3. The Semantic Component Skills 

 

SAQ 8.1 

Experts have categorized all lecture methods into five:  

 

a. The classical method 

b. The problem centred method 

c. The sequential method 

d. The comparative method 

e. The thesis method 

SAQ 8.2  

Necessary pre-listening activities include:  

a. Possessing the Course Outline 

b. Knowing the Prescribed Texts and References 

c. Pre-reading the Necessary References  

d. Being Punctual at the Lecture Venue 

e. Choosing a Favoured Seat 

f. Preparing for the Lectures Psychologically 

g. Sustaining Your Attention 

Any five will do. 

 

SAQ 9.1  

Note-taking as a highly complex skill consisting of three major 

components of: 

iv. decoding what is heard. 

v. comprehending the message.  

vi. writing what is important. 

 

SAQ 9.2 

These pieces of information have been seen to aid retention and recall 

whilst preparing to take notes during an academic discourse. They 

include:  
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 title of lecture 

 name of the lecturer 

 date and time of the lecture  

 duration of the lecture 

SAQ 9.3 

The following strategies aid in understanding the lecture and also to 

extract the relevant information and write them accurately: 

xvi. Listen attentively and concentrate on the theme of the 

talk/lecture/discussion.  

xvii. Discover the structure of the lecture.  

xviii. Take note of his intonation and stress patterns 

xix. Note also the mood of the lecturer and the way he selects words 

to denote doubt, approval, definiteness or uncertainty. 

xx. Recognise discourse markers to know when the lecturer is listing 

points, contrasting ideas; showing cause and effect or 

emphasising. 

xxi. Follow the sequence of the message.  

xxii. Understand the relationship between details and main points 

xxiii. Recognise when the same idea is repeated in different words.  

xxiv. Use familiar abbreviations 

xxv. Extract only to relevant key points and record them dearly and 

briefly.  

xxvi. Relate what the lecturer has said to what he will say next.  

xxvii. Be sensitive to grammatical elements such as modals, verbs-tense 

and agreement, adverbs of frequency, relatives and connectives.  

xxviii. Note the essential graphic aids which contribute to your 

understanding of the message. 

xxix. Ask questions to clear any doubt or confusion if you have the 

opportunity.  

xxx. Review your notes later to dot your "i" and cross your "t". You 

Might even have to modify them as a result of further discussions 

on them. 

 

SAQ 10.1  

Listening Comprehension Problems that Pupils have include: 

 

g. Non-familiarity with the English culture which exerts great 

influence on the overall understanding of English discourse. 

h. Lack of knowledge of the phonological, lexical, syntactic and 

semantic properties of English. 

i. The unfamiliar use of familiar English words and phrase 

j. Inability to identify the topic of a conversation and inability to 

make immediate relevant reply. 

k. Processing of incoming speech in meaningful chunks. 

l. In-appropriate application of background knowledge leading to 

misinterpretation or total silence. 
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SAQ 10.2 

The selection level is quite important to teaching listening comprehension 

in a foreign language. Selection is the art of drawing out the speaker's or 

self’s purpose for listening. It also involves selection of facts from 

utterances that can be held in memory in order to relate it to other 

situations later. If a pupil's selection level is poor, he will not be able to 

absorb much at a time. He  misses the point of what he has heard. In 

addition, he misinterprets high-information items. Consequently, he 

misses the teacher's, parent's or speaker’s important information and 

renders useless the purpose of the communication act.  

 

SAQ 10.3 

Strategies for teaching listening comprehension in a foreign language 

include: 

g. Asking questions at appropriate times to clarify points not 

genuinely understood rather than as ways to find faults. 

h. Identifying the speaker's developmental techniques so as to be 

able to follow his train of thought and general structure of the 

message. 

i. Withholding evaluation of the message until the speaker has 

finished. Remember that you cannot dictate the procedure the 

speaker should adopt. The proper place for his examples, 

illustrations and elaborations cannot be fixed by you. 

j. Repressing the tendency to respond emotionally to what the 

speaker says. Concentrate on the message and not on the 

emotionally-laden words. 

k. Building your vocabulary as much as possible. This suggestion 

will enable you to have meaningful associations for the word 

symbols generally and be able to understand what the speaker is 

saying particularly. 

l. Practising purposeful listening by engaging in conversational, 

appreciational, critical and exploratory listening. This you can 

achieve by deliberately listening to music, plays, poetry, 

broadcasts (news, special, current affairs) commentaries, debates, 

house and court proceedings. 

 

SAQ 10.4 

Practical suggestions for listening improvement programmes include: 

x. Analyze the materials that are meant to be listened to. Each one 

must have its special purpose. Some recorded programmes may 

be devised to correct certain undesirable attitudes while others 

may be all out to improve ability to listen for own ideas, relevant 

details or just mere examples. Yet another set of programmes 

may be set at improving students language proficiency, ability to 

detect falsehood, bias and misrepresentation. Yet others can be 

planned to help listeners to note paralinguistic cues in particular 

speeches or make inferences from what speakers have said. 

Recorded or live presentation of oral reports, 'complex directions, 
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discussion sessions, broadcasts, newspaper editorials, newscasts, 

musical lyrics and dictation of graded passages will serve as good 

examples. You can start from simple stories to very complex 

discourse. 

xi. Relate what subjects hear and understand with, what they read. In 

other words, ensure that recordings relate to your subjects 

interests, vacations and professions. 

xii. Record lectures on tapes and ask subjects to take notes from 

them. Ask students to exchange notes and discuss omission and 

other note-taking problems. 

xiii. Make listening sessions lively and rewarding by encouraging 

every member of the group  to participate actively and 

willingly. 

xiv. Analyze respondents' errors and correct them without prejudice. 

Repeat exercises to encourage self-analysis and correction. 

xv. Serve as facilitator and not as a dictator. Allow individuals to 

express their personal views and opinions while other 

participants listen and contribute. 

xvi. Watch out for personality problems and correct or modify them 

promptly and maturely. 

xvii. Give adequate exercises and monitor progress. Devise 

programmes that will suit individuals and communication 

situations. 

xviii. Evaluate subjects' performances, appreciate their improvement 

and encourage individuals to carry out independent improvement 

efforts. 

 

SAQ 11.1 

Rumour is a form of biased communication which may or may not be 

transmitted with malicious intent. 

SAQ 11.2  

The characteristics of rumours include: 

k. Their transmission begins as facts but their qualifying statements 

drop out later when information is transmitted serially. 

l. Their contents deal with people and events at personal, national 

and international levels. 

m. They mayor may not be transmitted consciously with malicious 

intent.  

n. They contain elements of ambiguity in that there is no sufficient 

information to ascertain their truth. 

o. They exist when the public feels a need for information or 

believes a problem exists which needs to be explained or solved. 

p. They may have some element of truth, which few people bother 

to check.  

q. They mayor may not affect the health or happiness of anyone. 

r. They tend to run in cycles i.e. they may not but after some time 

old ones are revived and given “new life” 

s. They usually contain elements of current interest value or are 

specific and topical. 
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t. Their initiators are not experts as regards the subject matter 

involved so that verifying it is often a difficult task. 

SAQ 11.3 

the law of rumour as follows: 

(R ~ x a)  

where 

R - stands for rumour in circulation as varying with 

i  - importance of the subject to the individuals' 

x - times 

a - ambiguity of the evidence pertaining to the topic at issue. 

 

SAQ 11.4 

Rumours are classified into four major types based on  

a. Time  

b. Subject matter 

c. motive and  

d. social effect. 

SAQ 11.5 

e. Rumours dissipate energy of people engaged in them. This leads 

to loss of man-hours and wastage or resources. 

f. Rumours generate grievances; strain relationships and can 

destroy an indi¬vidual, an organization, community or even the 

government of a country. 

g. Rumours can lower morale of workers and cause a decline in 

productivity.  

h. Rumours, however, can cause the discontinuation of an 

unpopular policy, decision or proposal. 

SAQ 11.6 

The following strategies will help combat rumours effectively. They 

include: 

g) the listener must ensure that it is an actual rumour having placed 

it before the characteristics we earlier listed above,  

h) Once it has been established that the rumour is a statement based 

on inference, and not based on observation, he should then find 

out the source of what he has just heard.  

i) If for instance; the active listener can identify the source of the 

rumour he should then investigate directly from the originator 

how valid the subject of the rumour is.  

j) The listener will later determine the consequences of the rumour 

for himself and other people involved. As we earlier indicated, 

the rumour may have inflicted harm on the victim or it may not 

have been of any effect. The search for the factual basis should 

continue if considerable harm is or will be done to anyone but if 

the rumour has had or will not have any effect on the society, the 

trained listener may allow it to die.  

k) If the rumour has a motive behind it, the listener should assess 

the contributing factors of the motives are questionable, pure, 
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ulterior or reproachable. The outcome of his search will 

determine his next step.  

l) In cases, the motives cannot be easily ascertained, the effective 

listener should interview people who can give enough 

information about or an insight into the subject in order to obtain 

proof of evidence on the critical elements in the rumour. 

For example, if there were a rumour about the arrest of a social 

elite or a prominent public figure at home or abroad, motives of 

questionable life style, extravagance, wickedness, ostentation, 

jealousy, blackmail or hatred may be ascribed or even 

established. 

 

 SAQ 12.1 

Propaganda is a systematic control or manipulation of opinion, beliefs; 

and attitude by means of significant communication symbols.It is a form 

of communication with a definite built-in bias, which is consciously 

developed and transmitted by the originators of the massage. 

 

SAQ 12.2  

Propaganda has characteristics which include:  

h. Excessive use of emotional appeals to achieve a desired goal  

i. Deliberate Politicians' distortions, slanted news analysis and 

editorials; lies of foreign powers and at times domestic 

"diplomatic cover ups".  

j. Effective use of the mass media - face to face or electronic for the 

listener and print or visual means for the reader.  

k. Mobilization of the populace to promote and develop personal 

interests of that of the community or the nation. Campaigns 

against eradication of certain diseases; promotion of healthy 

environment, family planning, MAMSER and WAI are a few 

examples. 

l. Capability of thriving on rumours.  

m. Difficulty of detection as a result of the amount of empirical 

research reasoning and sophistication to be required in the 

detection of propagandistic devices involved. 

n. Clear definition of goals and objectives and near accurate 

analysis of the target audience.  

 

SAQ 12.3 

Propaganda can be classified into: 

a. agitation or integration 

b. soft core or hard core 

c. conformist or radical 

d. political or sociological 

e. vertical or horizontal. 

SAQ 12.4  

The following are effects or consequences of propaganda and they 

include: 
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5. Man can be destroyed by pervasive propaganda, however subtle 

it may be. 

6. Propaganda can cause psychological disorientation and emotional 

disequilibrium 

7. Propaganda is injurious to the cause of personal and corporate 

development. 

8. But propaganda as a tool for domestic and external relations can 

bring great benefits to the individual and the nation as a whole.  

SAQ 12.5 

Devices used in propagandas include: 

1. Half truths 

2. Card stacking 

3. Hasty Generalizations 

4. Transfer 

5. Name calling 

6. Dynamite words 

7. Bandwagons 

SAQ 12.6 

The best ways to control the negative effects of propaganda on the 

listeners include: 

v. Critical listening to recognize content and motives 

vi. Recognition of the devices used in the propaganda to defect 

purpose and impact. 

vii. Evaluation of its appeal's, interest, needs and desires. 

viii. Repression of the negative effects as much as possible. 

 

SAQ 13.1 

Steps on how to improve active listening include: 

8. Make Eye Contact 

9. Exhibit Affirmative Nods and Appropriate Facial  

10. Avoid Distracting Actions or Gestures 

11. Ask Questions  

12. Paraphrase  

13. Avoid Interrupting the Speaker 

14. Do Not Talk Too Much 

 

SAQ 13.2  

Ways to ensure you are listening to what you are hearing include: 

 Avoid selective listening 

 Listen for the context  

 Separate fact from propaganda 

 Listen for the speaker’s feelings and control your own emotions 

 Recognize male/female differences in speaking styles 

 

SAQ 13.3  

Ways to ensure active participation in the listening process include: 

 The art of questioning. 

 Non-verbal cues 

 Acknowledgement and feedback 

 Reflective listening 
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SAQ 13.4  

Guidelines to developing active listening skills include: 

1. Stop Talking 

2. Prepare Yourself to Listen 

3. Put the Speaker at Ease 

4. Remove Distractions 

5. Empathise 

6. Be Patient 

7. Avoid Personal Prejudice 

8. Listen to the Tone 

9. Listen for Ideas – Not Just Words 

10. Wait and Watch for Non-Verbal Communication 

 

SAQ 13.5 

Principles of listening during conflict resolution include: 

f. Listen with Empathy 

g. Focus on the Issues 

h. Show Positive Regard and Respect for the Other Person 

i. Listen Attentively without Judgment 

j. Reflect on what you think you heard to show the other person 

you are really listening 


